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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.I9. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955

OUR PRICES ARE CHEAPEST -OUR SERVICE THE BEST

PRICES "SLASHED"- NO NEED TO COMPARE THE PRICES OR SERVICE
EXAMPLE OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS.

ALBA
1641, 1644. 17241.51, T744FM
T6.55, T909, 1717

BEETHOVEN
0106, B109, 208

BUSH

al 82/ -
at 50/ -

at 50/-

1153, 1156, 1157 TVG58, 5159. TUG59, 1/62, 1163, TV66.
1167, TUG68, 5169, TCG69. These are supplied as inserts

_ at 35/-
COSSOR

217A, 930, 931, 999, 934, 935, 937, 938. 938A, 939FA .. at 52/-940, 945, 942A, 9.43. 944, 946_ at 65076_.. .. .. ..949 945B, 945 .
DECCA
DM1, DM2/C, 13513, 13514, UMW, DM6, DM14, DM17, 444, 555 aatt (6.88/4

D5135, DM45, D5155, DM56 .. .... ..
Dtt121C. DtdG21 . _ .. . .. at 72/6
D5122C, 131119, SRGTV777, 817.011666 .. ..at 801-DYNATRON

48/8ECHO
11.208, TU209. 1209/1, 1121, 1291, 12310',- T249. TC269.
10267/1, 1283, T284, 1593, 1311. 1310, 101'316, 1326, 1327
1330, 1330F, 1331, TC44337, TMB272, 1344, 1344F, 1348,
1348F, 1366, T0912, 1913, T313F, T335 _ at 48/8EMEN
E700RSO, 2701, 2704, 2708, Port -O -Rams E707 _ at 48/6
2709. 2710, 2711. These are supplied as an exchange mut or can
be supplied as an Inaert

FERGUSON
451. 454T _ _ .. at
1031, 1051, 113T, 1351, 142T, 143T. 143T, 990T, 9911, 9951
993T, 994T, 995T, 996T, 9971, 9981, 9881. 989T .. at 27/6
2031, 204T, 505T, 506T. 2141, 2351, 2361, 2441. 240T, _ at 05/ -Used when available 301-303T, 3071, 31ST, 317T at 65/-3061, 3081 48/6406T. 408T, 416T, 436T,: 4381. 405T:4071'. 50/-600 Series 6041 .. at 65/-

30/-

136/-

FERRANTI
1412,1413, 1413F 1414, 14T4F, 1415, 1416, 1723, 17K3F, 1713,
17T3F, 171(4, 17K4F, 1725. 1781(4, 179K4F, 1726, 17825,
17826, 1714, 1714F, 1715. 1716. Thalia are supplied as inserts

1 1001, 11002, 11003/1, 11004, 11005, T1011 at'11012, 11023, T1024, 11027 _ at
H.Y.V.

80/-
48/8
00/-

1805, at 48/81870, 1871, 1875, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876 at 50/-
E ARCONI

T13:1, 11156  at 48/6
MURPHY

240-230
270-200

1310-320, 330, 350
410-420
4711-540 _
659-759 _

at
at
at
at
at
at

78/8
82/-
82/-
97/8
82/-
97/8

PETO SCOTT
148A, TR16, 178A, 111418, 178A, TV1418, T1418, 11419,
111716, 115719, TVI720 _ at 30/ -Them are supplied as inserts only.

PHILCO
1000, 1010 at 72/61019 _ .:  at 75/-1021, 1023  at 72/6

REGENTONE
114, 10-6, 10-4. 10-17. Inserts only at 80/ -ULTRA

115-60, V1760 48/8
42/6WR1762, 11763, 11764, 121-50, 12142, V2160 _ at 60/-117-70, 117-71, 117-72, 117-73, V17-74, 117-75 _ at 52/611780, 117-81, 117-82, 11783 at 42/8119-80, 119-84, 119-85 at 60/-1'23-80-123-84 at OM -

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.P.T.S. AND S/COILS NEW AND USED. PLEASE SEND
S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION.

FOR CALLERS ONLY. Ex -Rental Televisions. All B.B.C./I.T.A. I7in. from
L7.10.0. With a Written Full 12 Months' Guarantee on Cathode Ray Tubes.

GENUINE BARGAINS. WELL WORTH A VISIT. -

VALVES LIST -NEW SURPLUS VALVES. ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH SPEED TESTER,
AND GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS.

50CD6 G 12'6 30P12 5'6 EF4 I 6'3 PCC89 5'- U24 10 r-5U4,'G 5,6 30PL I 6'6 EF8J 1,6 PCF80 4,- 1.125 10r -5Z3 5'3 30PLI3 6'- EF85 3'6 PCF82 4'6 6)26 8,-6BG6 G 6'3 DH77 4'9 E Fti6 6'6 PCL82 4,6 1191 7166SN7GT 3'- DY86 5'- ENS 7,6 PCL83 5,6 U301 9'66V6 5'6 EABC80 6'6 EF9 I 3'6 PCL84 6,9 U801 12'69BW6 5'- EBC4 1 5'6 EF92 3'6 PCL85 6,6 UABC80 5,-0C I 4,6 EBF80 4'. EL4 I 6'6 PL33 7'- UAF42 4'60C2 7,6 EBF89 4'6 EL84 6,6 P136 6'6 U B F80 5'6OF1 1'6 ECC81 4'- EM34 7'- PL38 10'- UBF89 6, -OP I 3 6'- ECC82 4'- EM83 5'6 PL81 5'6 UCC84 4,-01,14 9'6 ECC83 4,6 EM8I 5,- P182 3,- UCC85 51698G6 G 6'. ECC84 5'- EM84 4,6 PL83 416 UCF80 4,-2001 4,- ECC85 5'b EM85 5'- PL84 5'- UCH42 5,92092 4'6 ECF80 5'- EM87 5'3 PY3 I 4,6 UCH81 6,-20L I 10'- ECF82 S'6 EY51 5'- PY32 8'- UCL83 9,-20P I 7'6 ECH2 I 9,- E Y86 4'6 PY33 10'- UF80 2'-20P3 6'- ECH42 7'. EZ40-41 5,6 PY80 3,6 UL4I 4,-ECH8 I 6'. EZ80-81 5,6
ECL83 4'. G Z34 6'6

20P4 10,- PY81 4,- UL84 3192751 15,6 ECL82 7'- KT33C 416 PY82 3'6 UU8 9,630C15 7'6 ECL83 7'6 PABC80 5'- PY800 6'- UY4I 31630P4 7'6 ECL86 8'6 PCC84 4,- PZ 30 4,6 U Y85 31 -

We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. -I p.m. on Wednesdays.
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves, and quality re -built CRT's at bargain prices.

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S and S Coils, V-. C.O.D., f.
AN10.410.41,..1.41.
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MINIATURE METALLIZED

POLYESTER CAPACITORS
Ideally suitable for printed wiring
panels and transistorised circuits.
Incorporating a new dielectric material
and of unique construction, thcy are of
small physical size and meet the require-
ments of H.5 D.E.F. 501 I Specification.

The windings are virtually non -inductive and the wire termin-
ations are soldered direct to the metal electrodes eliminating
contact resistance and ensuring the minimum inductance.
Finish: special non -cracking, heat -resisting thermosetting com-
pound providing good insulation and good protection against
the ingress of moisture.
Cap. Tolerance: ±20%.
Temp. Rating: Suitable for
working at 85°C. without
derating.
Ratings: 250V. D.C. working
at 85'C./400V. D.C. test for 2
secs. at 20-C.

400V. D.C. working at 85`C./
600V. D.C. test for 2 secs. at
20°C.
Terminations:22 s.w.g.solder
coated parallel wires for
vertical mounting.
P.F.: 50.01 at I ,000 cps. 20°C.

17.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION North Acton London W3 Tel: ACOrn 0061

July, 1964

Ca paci-
tance

AF

Dimensions T.C.C.
Type No.H T

250 V. D.C. RANGE

0.01 11/32. 9mm 7/32' 5.5mm PMX I

0.015 11/32 9mm 7/32- 5.5mm PMX7

0022 11/32- 9mm 7/32" 5.5mm PMX2

0033 II/32^ 9mm 1/32" 5.5mm PMXS

0047 II/32 9mm 7/32' 5-5mm PMX3

0.068 7/115" I I mm 9/32-7.2mm PMX8

0.1 7/16" 11mm 9/32" 7-2mm PMX4

400 V. D.C. RANGE

0.01 11/32 9mm 7/32' 5.5mm PMX4I

0022 11/32' 9mm 7/32" 5.5mm PMX42

0.033 7/16- I Imm 9/32 7.2mm PMX4S

0047 The" Ilmm 9/32" 7.2mm PMX43

RP 7r

MUD
a complete

TR4NSISTORISEP

C.C.7:1?CAMERA!
Buy it and build it in easy stages with the famous BEUK1TS-
Kit No. 1 118.17.6. Spec., principles of vidicon tube, scanning
assembly and optical system diagram. Kit No. 2 116.10.0. Printed
circuit board and assoc. components, circuit, diagram, layout
instructions and Manual. Kit No. 3 01.0.0. All transistors and semi-

conductors. Kit No. 4 16.0.0. All metal work. Plus 7/6 P. & P.
for each kit. (Kits cannot be split. Inst. Manual cannot be supplied
separately).

Get more out of it
with a genuine

BEUKIT !

SAVE MONEY
and buy the Combination
Kit comprising Kits 1-4

for

ONLY

£48
P &p 7/6

or factory assembled and tested with lens and vidicon
79 Gns Lens with fixed iris Ell. EMI Experimental type vidicon
tube I0667M E12. S.A.E. for free literature.

BEULAH ELECTRONICS LTD., Dept. PTV
126 Hamilton Road, West Norwood, London, S E 27

Telephone: GIP 6166 (PBX)

Phone & CO. (LONDON) Stamp

ILFord 621,3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12 For Free
6001/2/3 Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -I0 mins. List

VALVES N. each. 1,000's available. Sent tor
list.
CONDENSERS. 100-10/... Assorted
elect ',Aviles and irFs. P. a P. FREE.
ViCONTROLL 40-10/... A .election of types
and vacs. P. a P. 216.
SPEAKERS. 715, tlin., 81n. 7 I 4In. and 8 t Sias.
Es. mid. Salvage. P. & P. 2i3.
NEONS. 1/- per doses. (8.11.C.D.P. fittings).
Maine test, and visual reminders. P. & P.

AERIALS. 1111C/ITA combined Loft and room
aerials -Prom 26/-. B112/111iF and o.lour
aeruilte-From 37/6. SEND FOR FitrE 'Awn

EX -RENTAL T.V
Send for list of
our range of other
models. Demon-
strations daily in
our shop, from a
large selection.

12 months written
guarantee.

Channels for all

TELEPHONE 15/6
HANDSET Pell'

G.P.O. pattern
House to
Workshop,
garage, inter -
of f ice, etc.
Works off any

' small battery.
P. & P. 4'6.

SETS
I7in.

LI 1.10.0

I4in.
L7.10.0

I4in. 20f.Carr' I7in. 30/.

Personal Col.
lectionAdvised

REGUNNED TUBES
Guaranteed I

.--.),..

Year. Ins, and 21 in. 99/6
Carr. 1016. Add 17 in. 79/6 /41p,
101- refundable
on OLD TUBE 15,14, 59/6(110° Tubes in
stock.)

12 in.

EX -MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES
I7in. - 35/.. I4in. -

Carriage Sf-. Satisfaction Guaranteed
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TE LETOPICS
C.R.T. FACTORY More BBC -1 Relay Stations
PREPARES FOR

COLOUR
IN spite of delays in decisions

on the introduction of a
British colour TV system, Thorn -
AEI Limited intend to be ready
for its arrival when the go-ahead
finally is given. Towards this
end, they have allocated one of
the new factory blocks at their
Brimsdown plant, for the produc-
tion engineering and pilot pro-
duction of colour television tubes.

Here at Brimsdown, the
engineers and technicians work-
ing in the new unit will be in
close liaison with the industrial
and black -and -white picture tube
development laboratories and the
picture tube appraisal and colour
sections of the applications labora-
tory.

When the first colour TV tube
comes off the Thorn -AEI mass
production line, much of its
design will have been dictated by
the set -manufacturer's require-
ments, but until then the new
Brimsdown unit will be making
sure that when the time comes,
these requirements will be met.

THREE more areas of poor BBC -1 reception-two in Scotland and
one in the Isle of Wight-are to be served by relay stations

which will be sited to receive strong signals from the local BBC
television transmitter and then re -transmit the signals into the
affected areas. The two Scottish stations, which are now under con-
struction, will also transmit the three v.h.f. radio programmes in their
respective areas. One of these stations will serve an area including
Grantown-on-Spey, Boat of Garten, Carrbridge, Aviemore and
Nethybridge and will be sited at Laggan Hill, about two miles west
of Grantown-on-Spey. Here two masts will be erected, one of 110ft.
to carry the transmitting aerials and another of 60ft. for the receiving
aerials. By the end of the year, this station should be relaying BBC -1
programmes from the Rosemarkie transmitter.

The second new relay station being built in Scotland will provide
improved reception in the Burgh of Perth area and for this the
station has been sited at Kinnoull Hill, one mile east of Perth.

In the Isle of Wight, the new
relay station serving about 7,000
people in the Ventnor and Bon -
church area, came into service on
May 4th. The station has been
built just north of St. Boniface
Down where it re -radiates the
television signals of the Corpora-
tion's Rowridge transmitter, from
which the area is shielded by high
ground. The relayed signals are
on channel 5 (vision 66.75Mc/s,
sound 63.25Mc/s) and are hori-
zontally polarised.

TELECINE EQUIPMENT FOR PAY -TV
ONE of the firms scheduled to begin pay -television schemes in the

autumn, Telemeter Programmes Limited, has recently placed
a contract with EMI Electronics Limited for the supply and installa-
tion of electronic film scanning equipment. The equipment will be
installed at the Company's two control centres at Merton Park,
Surrey and Billingham, Co. Durham Three telecine machines and a
control console have been ordered for Merton Park, and two telecine
machines and a control console
for Billingham.

It is from these two centres that
Pay -TV programmes will be
relayed by wire to subscribers in
the surrounding areas. The
equipment will be able to
accommodate both 16 and 35mm
films.

Selenium Rectifiers
take over from Valves
OUT of all the different makes

of television receivers now
made in Britain, 17 brands use a
new miniature selenium rectifier
in place of the 16kV e.h.t.
rectifier valve. This was announ-
ced recently by Standard Tele-
phones and Cables Limited who
manufacture this new component.

Known as the X80/150, the
rectifier is made up of 150
selenium discs, each only two
millimeters in diameter, stacked
inside a 3in. long tube. Used in
conjunction with a more compact
line output transformer, three of
these rectifiers are needed in the
normal black-and-whl_e receiver.

Improving Reception of Welsh Transmissions
THE BBC's television service for Wales is to be reinforced in the

area of Carmarthen, by a new relay station being built about
one mile north of the town. When completed by the end of 1964, this
station will provide improved reception of the service and of the
three v.h.f. sound programmes which it will also transmit, for the
13,000 people living in the area.

The new station calls for a 120ft aerial mast which will be erected
on the site.
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NEW SYSTEM
OF COLOUR TV

TECHNICIANS and engineers
attending the 95th Technical

Conference of the American
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, held
recently in Los Angeles, U.S.A.,
heard a description of a simplified
and more economical system of
colour television. Dr. Guillermo
Gonzalez Camarena, who de-
veloped the system and gave the
description, is the chief technical
adviser for Telesistema Mexicano,
Mexico City, and at the con-
ference the system was demon-
strated using video tape and adap-
ted American receivers.

In essentials, the bicolour field -
sequential Camarena system con-
sists of a modified black -and -
white camera, a standard mono-
chrome transmitter and a black -
and -white receiver modified to
take a three -gun colour tube.
The camera uses a synchronised
rotating disc, holding red -orange
and green -blue filters. In the
transmission of the colour infor-
mation, the odd -number fields
correspond to the red -orange and
the even -number to the green -
blue.

This system it is claimed,
delivers an adequate colour signal
at minimum cost and is compat-
ible with black -and -white tele-
vision. According to Dr. Cama-
rena, receivers designed for the
system would cost only one-half
of the present cost of colour TV
receivers made in the U.S.A.

BBC -2 TRANSMITTERS &TRANSMISSIONS
ANEWS item in last month's " Teletopics " stated that BBC -2

trade test transmissions were continuing even though regular
programmes had been commenced. Now it has been decided by the
BBC, that these test transmissions shall be extended and from May
11th the new schedule has been effective, providing transmissions
from 0930 to 1300 and 1400 to 1800, Monday to Saturday.

The transmitted material will remain as before, a test card with or
without music or a 440c/s tone.

The Corporation gives as reason for the longer transmissions, the
fact that the " increasing demand for the installation of BBC -2 aerials
and receivers " has made it desirable for the radio trade to have more
time during which setting up procedure can be carried out.
Below, an engineer performs pre -delivery checks on the first of twelve u.h.f.
television transmitters, with associated sound transmitters, which are being
supplied by Pye TVT Limited to the BBC for the second programme. These
25kW transmitters, whose total cost is about £600,000, will be installed at
main television station sites throughout the country.

TV Installation for New London Hotel
IN each of the 300 bedrooms of London's new Europa hotel

(Grosvenor Square), guests will find a remotely controlled tele-
vision receiver and a control panel mounted in the bed -head. From
this control panel, the guest will be able to select any one of three
television channels, three radio programmes or a continuous selection
of music. He will also be able to adjust the level of the output from
the loudspeakers which are concealed in the ceilings.

This extensive installation was provided by Central Rediffusion
Services Limited under contract from the hotel's owners. All the
programmes are relayed to the bedrooms by wire and the necessary
standards switching from 405 to 625 lines, or vice versa, is carried
out automatically when selecting ITA, BBC -1 or BBC -2.

The system also incorporates an automatic device which adjusts the
audio volume level throughout the hotel at predetermined times, so
that late night viewers and listeners cannot disturb other guests.

The contract also included two closed television systems, one link-
ing the kitchen and the manager's office with the banqueting rooms,
the other providing the manager with a continuous view of the foyer.

Antiference Remains
Independent

IN " Teletopics " for May '64,
a news item announced the

acquisition by British Relay
Limited, of the issued share capi-
tal of Antiference Installations
Limited. While this statement is
correct, it was felt that the head-
ing accompanying the item-
" British Relay Acquire Anti-
ference "-might prove mislead-
ing since Antiference Installa-
tions Limited was only a small
subsidiary company within the
Antiference Group, which re-
mains quite independent of
British Relay Limited.
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A
sound -only
RECEIVER
Modifying a television receiver audio stages,
to provide a good quality output of TV sound.

THERE are two main occasions when a sound -
only receiver is required. One is when sound
reproduction of a better quality than that

provided by the sound section of the ordinary
domestic receiver is needed, probably to feed into
a hi-fi amplifier, and the other is when a tape
recording of the sound accompaniment of a tele-
vision programme is needed for later replay or for
storing.

It is not an unduly difficult matter to pick out the
sound of a television transmission. This can be
done by a relatively simple type of receiver. Tuned
radio -frequency (t.r.f.) receivers have been designed
for this purpose, as also have intermediate -
frequency strips into which is fed the i.f. signal
obtained, for instance, from a turret tuner.

The detector in either case can consist of nothing
more elaborate than a germanium diode, across the
load of which appears the audio signal. The level of
this is usually high enough to feed into a triode -
pentode type of audio amplifier and output stage
and loudspeaker or into the " radio" input sockets
of a hi-fi amplifier.

The author has experimented with various

BY G. J. KING

designs of t.r.f. receiver for this purpose, "straight"
circuits and " reflexed " circuits. These work quite
well but have two main and costly problems to
solve. One is to ensure that the vision signal always
remains clear of the sound passband (to avoid
vision -on -sound interference, which manifests as a
" buzz " of changing pitch as the picture material
changes) and the other is to have some arrange-
ment which can tune the sound of both the BBC
and ITV programmes. Soon, of course, the sound
accompaniment of the BBC -2 programmes will be
needed and this cannot easily be derived via t.r.f.
means owing to the nature of the transmission
frequencies involved.

It is relatively easy to obtain the sound from the
v.h.f. channels through a t.r.f. receiver but as the
frequency rises (towards the higher Band III
channels) it becomes more difficult to keep the
vision out while maintaining reasonable quality
without adding a relatively large number of tuned
circuits (stages). At ultra -high -frequency channels,
which are those used for the 625 -line standard
carrying BBC -2, a t.r.f. receiver is virtually
impossible.

Noise
Limiter

D2
GEX 34

Sound
amp.

Sound det
and AFarnp

VIO V11

Z77 DH 77

R.F Frequency Common Common Vision Video Video
amplifier changer IF amp I.F amp. I.F amp. detector amplifier

vt V V3 V4 V5 DI V6
8319 L2319 W729 277 Z77 GEX 35 Z77

Sync.
separator

V9
277

A.G.C.
clamp

D3
t.13

Line
oscillator

V13
Z77

Frame
clipper

V7B
D77

Line
output

V14
PL36

I

Sound
output

V12
N329

V.N.L.
V 7A
D77

C.Ft
V8

H Lag
oZame
Tlator

Frame
output

V18
N 329

E.H.T.
rectifier

V15
EY 86

Recovery
diode
V16
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Block diagram of receiver suitable for adaptation to sound -only operation. Best receivers for this purpose have
multi -channel tuner and 0.3A or 6.3V valves.
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MAINS ISOLATED SUPERHET tion due otherwise to possible loading capacitances
and so on.We thus need a superhet, and to obtain channel

selection attributes we also need a teletuner of some
kind, v.h.f. for BBC -1 and ITA-1' and u,h.f. for
BBC -2 and the later ITA-2 programmes.

Moreover, since we may wish to connect the
receiver to a hi-fi amplifier or tape recorder it must
also be thoroughly isolated from the mains supply.

To make such a receiver from scratch could
prove a costly exercise. Fortunately we have every-
thing we need in a television receiver and as there
are so many very reasonable models now available
on the surplus market there is virtually no point in
starting from " square one ".

R53
22k11

V4

To HI+
via R33

Z77

R22
100kfl

C39
0.04pF

C43
1000pF

TC6
3-30pF

C45
1000pF

R38,
47

C53 C56
10pF 1000pF

CATHODE -FOLLOWER OUTPUT

This is easily accomplished by the use of a
cathode -follower, using one of the valves and valve-
holders abandoned in the conversion. The author
undertook to examine several receivers with multi-
channel tuners which are now readily available on
the surplus market as an exercise in converting for
sound -only applications.

Almost all of the sets examined were "convertible"
in this respect without a lot of trouble, but it was
found best to select a model in which the valves

14T+

R40
2.2k

100kfl

C55
5000pF

10M.Ct C80 R66

1007

2700.

Fig. 2-Sound section of typical receiver, showing sound take -off circuit from common if. amplifier.

One thing about this idea is that we are not
interested in the vision side of the set, so we can
probably pick up just what we want for a pound
or so-less than the cost of the valves required for
the sound section!

We shall have to arrange the isolating from the
mains, though, as the majority of models of recentyears are so-called a.c./d.c. receivers, having no
mains transformer but series -connected heaters, a
mains dropping resistor and the chassis connected
to one side of the mains supply. Clearly not a
desirable piece of equipment for inter -connection.

Since we shall need to connect the sound signal
to a hi-fi amplifier, control unit or tape recorder
we shall also need an arrangement which isolates
the detector circuit and prevents frequency distor-

have 0.3A heaters (or preferably 6V heaters, for
then the isolation represents less of a problem as
we shall see).

TYPICAL RECEIVER

The block layout of a receiver typical of the type
that will be chosen is shown in Fig. 1. This is of
the multi -channel variety with a 14, 17 or 21in.
picture tube. Let us trace this circuit out to see
exactly what we shall need to retain on the chassis
to keep sound while deleting the whole of the
vision section.

Valves VI and V2 are in the tuner, so we
obviously need to keep those. Valves V3, V4, V5
and V6, along with the germanium diode Dl, are
in the vision signal channel and are not required.
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Valves VIO, Vii and V12, along with the ger-
manium diode D2, are in the sound channel and are
keptTh.

e remaining valves are in the timebase and
synchronising circuits and, of course, have no place
in a sound -only receiver. This also applies to the
booster diode and the EHT rectifier. In the
receiver under examination h.t. is provided by a
metal rectifier, MR1. This may or may not be
useful in the sound receiver. depending upon the
type of power supply adopted.

To summarise, therefore, we keep valves Vi, V2,
VIO, VII and V12, along with the associated
circuits and components, and possibly the h.t.
rectifier as well. We can thus strip the chassis
right down apart from those stages required for the
sound receiver. The components should be
removed carefully, since they have value and could
probably be incorporated in some future design or
as servicing replacements.

FOLLOW THE SIGNAL

At this stage it would be as well to trace out the
sound stages signalwise in case the receiver chosen
for the conversion differs from that shown here.

The signal as picked up by the aerial is fed to
the tuner via the aerial socket and the required
BBC or ITV programme is selected by the channel
selector control. The signal is amplified by the
r.f. amplifier (cascode stage) VI and is then applied
to the frequency changer stage V2. This beats
with the received and amplified signal, a locally
generated signal (derived from the local oscillator -
triode section of V2) and the vision and sound
intermediate -frequency (i.f.) signals are produced
across the i.f. output coil in the tuner.

Now the tuner i.f. output is normally connected
to the common i.f. amplifier valve V3, where both
the vision and sound signals are amplified together.
In the receiver of Fig. 1, however, the two signals
are further amplified in V4 and the sound/vision
output is split in the anode circuit.

Since we are concerned only with the sound
signal we shall not normally require the two
common i.f. stages (or even one stage for that
matter). This means then that we can connect the
tuner output direct to the control grid circuit of
the sound i.f. amplifier valve V10. But we must do
this at the correct impedance, as we shall see.

After the sound i.f. signal -has been boosted by
VIO (see Fig. 2) it is applied to the diodes (two
connected in parallel, though there may be a crystal
diode in some receivers selected for the conversion
-but see later) which serve at the sound detector.
The detector load is R38 and it is across this
resistor that the audio signal is developed. C53 is

the detector reservoir capacitor which is featured
across all detector loads.

The audio signal at the " live " side of the load
is coupled to the sound interference suppression
diode D2 via the i.f. filter L15 and the coupling
and isolating capacitor C49. All sets have an
arrangement similar to this, though a thermionic
diode may be used as the suppressor valve in some
models.

The interference diode is biased by R37 on its
di cathode" and by R36 on its " anode " and the
interference -free audio signal is redeveloped across

Fig. 3-This circuit shows
how the sound i.f. amplifier
valve is rearranged at its
control grid to accept the
tuner sound if. signal. L9
and C37 are from V3 input
circuit, while R27 is the
original sound a.g.c. feed
resistor at VIO stage.

R37 and time -constant
capacitor C56, from
whence it is coupled
direct to the grid of Vii
triode section via C55.
R41 is effectively a grid
stopper and R42 the grid
leak. The high value of
the latter biases the triode by virtue of a grid
current action which the high value promotes, there-
by making a cathode resistor unnecessary.

The amplified audio is then developed across
the anode load R44 and fed, via the coupling
capacitor C62 and the volume control R61, to the
control grid of the output valve V12. In some sets
a triode -pentode valve will be found in this section
with the triode acting as the audio amplifier and
the pentode as the output valve. The detector
and noise limiter then usually feature either a pair
of germanium diodes or a double -diode valve. The
action of the circuit, nevertheless, is very similar
to that described above.

In fringe areas and where an exceptionally high
level of detector audio is required the common i.f.
stages can be retained. In that event valves V3
and V4 would be retained, along with the other
sound valves, and the vision circuit would be dis-
connected at V4 anode circuit. The sound signal
could then be boosted even well above the level
initially catered for simply by tuning the circuits
associated with V3 and V4 to the sound i.f., bearing
in mind that under normal sound/vision operating
conditions the tuning is virtually a compromise
between the sound and vision signals.

TUNER COUPLING

However. if it is decided not to use the common
stages, the components at the control grid of the
sound i.f. amplifier V10 should be disconnected
and the tuner coupling circuit transferred from
stage V3, giving the arrangement shown in Fig. 3.

Now, apart from being able to hear the sound of
the TV programme in the set's original loudspeaker
via the audio stages, some means must be, made
available to feed the detector signal out through a
cathode -follower stage.

One of the redundant pentodes (strapped as a
triode) or the triode section of a triode -pentode
may be used for this service. A valveholder should
be positioned in one of the original valveholder
chassis holes as near as possible to the detector
and this should be wired in accordance with the
circuit in Fig. 4.

We now come to the power supply arrangements.
This can be tackled in one of two ways, but which-
ever way is finally chosen, complete isolation from
the mains supply is essential.

One method is to employ an isolating transformer
of 1 -to -1 ratio for connection between the mains
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10k0

supply and the power input of the sound receiver.
Since the vision sections of the set have been dis-
connected and removed the total power loading will
rarely exceed 60W, so a relatively small isolating
transformer can be employed. A suitable com-
ponent is the 75W isolating transformer which is
marketed by Radiospares Ltd. This sells for
about 56s. and is well worth it. It is available
through any radio dealer.

HEATER CHAIN BALANCING

If this method is adopted, however, it is obvious
that the heater chain must be rebalanced, for since
two-thirds of the valves have been removed, con-
siderably more heater chain resistance will be
needed to ensure a chain current of 0.3A. More-
over, the heaters will need to be joined together
again on the valves which are used.

The heaters of the valves remaining should be
joined in series and any relevant filtering retained
along with the existing mains dropping resistor.
Now the valves whch have been extracted (all of

0.0,,,F
Set level
preset
1 Mfl

:R37
.(Fig.1)
Audio
load

10MI1

H.T.t (250V)

Redundant
triode

section
or pentode
strapped
as triode

8pF
(350V)

Audio
feed

output
( medium
impedance

Fig. 4-The cathode -follower stage. This feeds high
quality TV sound to a tape recorder or amplifier and
works independent of the audio stages in the sound-

only receiver.

them, including any pilot bulbs, if fitted) should be
looked up in valve data books to find the heater
voltages of them.

All the voltages should be added together and
the figure obtained should then be divided by the
heater current of the valve series (remember we
suggested 0.3A series valves). The answer to this
little sum gives the value of resistance necessary to
include in addition to the mains dropping resistor
to compensate for the valve heaters which have
been removed from the circuit.

Let us look at a practical example. Suppose that
the total heater voltage of the valves removed
comes to 60V and that the valves are of the 0.3A
series. Then all we do is to divide 60 by 0.3. This
works out to 200, which is the extra heater ballast
in ohms.

To find the wattage rating for the resistor we
simply multiply the current by the voltage. In
the above example this 60 times 0.3, which works

out to 18-that is 18W. A 25W, 200f1 heater
ballast would be fited in this example. Connection
would be between the original mains dropper and,
the first heater in circuit (e.g. that first in line of
the pruned chain).

The ballast should be mounted on the chassis
as close as possible to the existing dropper and
well clear of any components as it runs fairly hot,
as does the mains dropper.

Power resistor sections which can be built up
to any required value are also available from
Radiospares Ltd., through a dealer or from our
advertisers (mention the current of the valve series
when ordering).

Should this method of power supply be used
there is no reason why the existing h.t. rectifier and
associated circuit cannot be retained. The current
required for the sound -only sections is far below
that required for the set as a whole but the small
consequent rise in h.t. voltage does nor usually
cause a great deal of trouble. To be on the safe
side. however, an extra surge limiter element of
401I lOW wire -wound can be connected between
the mains input and the rectifier " anode ". Such
a resistor will keep the voltage on the h.t.-line to
about the same value as it was when the receiver
worked both on sound and vision.

The alternative arrangement is to use a small
heater transformer to energise the series -connected
heaters (if one equal to the total voltage of the
retained valves can be obtained) and a fully
isolated mains transformer to provide the h.t.
supply either via a half -wave rectifier (such as the
set's original rectifier) or via a full -wave or bridge
rectifier suitable for the transformer employed.

If the valves are of the 6.3V series (which is
unlikely as the number of sets-essential early
Kolster-Brandes-employing 6.3V valves is small)
the power supply may be isolated fully from the
mains. But this should be thoroughly checked as
some early models just used a transformer to supply
the 6.3V heater power and kept the chassis -
connected mains arrangement for the h.t. supply
with half -wave rectification.

The separate mains transformer idea and full -
wave or, preferably, bridge rectification may appeal
to the hi-fi enthusists as the ripple level with this
type of circuit is somewhat less than that with half-
wave rectification.

FINAL POINTS

If the on/off switch is incorporated with the
brightness control on the original receiver this
assembly should be abandoned and a volume
control with on/off switch used instead. Some sets
have two or three chassis and it is often possible
to eliminate one or two of the units, using one only
for the sound receiver.

On many models it is often possible to use the
cabinet, redesigned, as the housing for the sound
receiver.

The alignment presents no problem at all, it
being necessary simply to switch to the required
chanrifel, adjust the fine tuning control for maxi-
mum sound (ensure that this happens at the centre
of the range of the control by adjusting the
oscillator slug in the tuner turret) and finally adjust

-continued on page 461
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a stable
PULSE GENERATOR
A USEFUL INSTRUMENT FOR THE ADVANCED CONSTRUCTOR

211-3L'" 1V- IVEM.231,-MtS

THE serious experimenter in pulse techniques
will often have felt the need for a source of
supply of accurately timed pulses of known

and stable width, good square shape and of known
and almost negligible rise -time.

The television signal, as broadcast, affords such
a supply but unfortunately it has some disadvan-
tages. The pulses are of two frequencies only, and
have fixed characteristics. They also have to be
extracted from a composite signal, and in the
process may suffer such distortion that only the
pulse recurrence frequency is known.

The generator to be described may be of use to
such workers, and also may be of interest in that in
a relatively simple way an approach is made to the
ideal pulse source. It should, in fairness, be said
that the simplicity is only relative. This is not an
instrument for the beginner to tackle-not because
the circuitry is too complex, but because v.h.f.
techniques have to be used and some experience of
work at the high frequencies is almost essential.

The Circuit
Figs. la and lb show the circuit diagram and

Figs. 2a and 2b provide details of the switching
of S1A and SIB respectively. It will be seen that
in order to achieve the desired results some unusual
features have been incorporated in the design. In
the first place, two delay lines are used, and in the
second a secondary -emission type of valve is
utilised.

These components need cause no alarm; the
delay -lines are easily enough constructed, using
standard parts, and the valve, type EFP60, is
readily available either through one's local dealer
(on order) or through at least one advertiser in this
journal. The price is very moderate.

These components enable pulses to be produced
which not only have a very small rise -time --of the
order of 8nS-but also a very stable width, since

the latter depends on only the geometry of a delay
line. The pulse recurrence frequency depends only
for its accuracy on the signal generator used to
supply the triggering signal.

Mode of Operation
The mode of operation is as follows. VI is a

straightforward pentode video amplifier which is
arranged to give amplification of up to 100. Thus
an input of 50mV will suffice for the triggering of
the succeeding stage, which requires some 5V.

The second valve V2 operates in a Schmitt
trigger circuit. From the anode of the second half
of the valve a positive pulse is obtained, of rise -
time about 0.5pS at an amplitude of about 10y.
The output pulse is passed to V3, a double cathode
follower valve which provides a poz:tive output
pulse at low impedance. This pulse may be used
for any desired purpose, but its intended function
is to provide a sync pulse for triggering an oscillo-
scope time base.

From the second cathode follower the signal
passes into a delay line with little distortion, and is
picked off after an appropriate delay to trigger the
main pulse generator V4. This valve is an inter-
esting one, and its method of action in this circuit
wIl be described more fully later.

The pulse generated by this valve has an
exceedingly small rise-time-of the order of 5nS-
and is of the high amplitude of some
30V. Its width depends on the delay line in the
anode circuit, and is adjustable as required from a
maximum of about 24uS in steps down to about
50nS.

The pulse is next limited by V6, to remove its
rather irregular " top ", and is passed on to V7
which is the output valve. The amplitude of the
pulse is controlled by the bias on V5, and this is
under the control of the user.
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V7 is a pentode of the small power video output
type, capable of passing a heavy anode current if
required. It is held near cut-off by its bias, but
when the signal arrives from V4 it is pulsed into
heavy current. By making the cathode and effective
anode loads equal, and of low value, the pulse out -
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put is obtained at low impedance suitable for feeding
into any desired circuit through a 750 coaxial cable
properly terminated at the remote end. This further
stage of valve amplification somewhat increases the
rise -time and fall -time of the output pulse, but the
effect is small.

_r0.1pF
Sync. pulse and square wave output

Fig. la (above) and b (below)-The circuit. The delay lines referred to in the text connect to the circuit via SI
and S2 and in Fig. lb these connections are only indicated by arrows.
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It will be seen that because of the delay line in
the cathode circuit of V3b the output pulse from
V7 is delayed with respect to the sync pulse from
the cathode circuit of V3a. Thus, if the latter is
used to trigger an oscilloscope time -base, the lead-
ing edge of the output pulse will always be visible
providing the time -base generator is running at an
appropriate speed. The actual delay may be altered
from zero to so providing for most practical
contingencies.

The Sub -circuits
The less familiar sub -circuits of this instrument

will now be described in more detail.

To anode of V4
(EFP60)

Cie 0.02W
C19 0.010F
C20 1800oF

To cathode of V4
(EFP60)

Fig. 2a (above)-Wiring details of SM.

Fig. 2b (right)-Details of SIB. The 12 switch -
position tags connect in both cases to the delay lines.

The secondary -emission valve may be unfamiliar
to some readers, and will be dealt with first. Fig. 3
shows the diagram of the valve. The type used in
this circuit is the EFP60, a Mullard valve similar
in external appearance to the well-known EFS°. In
construction it is similar to a receiving pentode, but
between the suppressor and the anode is placed an
electrode termed the " dynode ".

This electrode is maintained at' a positive poten-
tial with respect to the cathode but negative with
respect to the anode. Electrons passing from
cathode to anode impinge on the dynode at a high
speed, and the surface is treated chemically (in some
types of valve, with potassium chloride) so as to
emit copious secondary electrons, several for each
electron striking the dynode.

These secondary electrons nearly all reach the
anode. Thus when the valve is passing current the
cathode current may be 6mA, the anode current
20mA, the dynode current 15mA, with screen
current of linA to make up the difference. This set
of currents would apply if the valve were used as
a linear amplifier. Under pulse conditions currents
are much heavier, but similar proportions will hold
good.

The result of this electron-multiplcation is that
the mutual conductance between control -grid and
anode is much higher than in an ordinary pentode,
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while the interelectrode capacitances are about the
same. Thus the gain -bandwidth product of the
valve is greatly increased-with the EFP60 the
figure is about 250 between grid and anode, com-
pared with about 130 for the EF91.

The dynode has not quite such a high figure -of -
merit (around 150) but it is still high. A further
result of the action of the valve is that a signal in
antiphase with the anode signal can be obtained
across a resistor placed in the dynode circuit. Thus
the valve could be used as a source of push-pull
signals, for a single -ended grid input.

In this circuit the high figure -of -merit is very
advantageous. In addition, the fact that the anode
current is much higher than the cathode current is
made use of. Inspection of Fig. lb will show the
capacitive coupling is provided between anode and
cathode. Such feedback in a pentode would not,
of course, cause regeneration; in the secondary -
emission valve it does so.

From Wand anode of V4

From HT+250V
via R22

From C12

It will be recognised that a form of blocking
oscillator results from the arrangement, since a
good part of the alternating component of the
anode current flows into the cathode. A similar type
of oscillator can be obtained by capacitive coupling
between dynode and grid, which are also in the
same phase-this action as a blocking oscillator
may be easier to visualise.

Fig. 4 is a simplified circuit diagram of the
EFP60 part of Fig. lb. It is electrically identical
and the difference-the negative supply to the
cathode in Fig. lb-is purely a practical one. Flow
of current through the bleed resistor RB and the
cathode resistor RK develops enough voltage
across RK to hold the valve cut off.

When a voltage appears at the control grid
greater than this bias voltage the valve takes current.
Immediately the anode voltage drops, and the drop
is passed via Cc to the cathode where it drives the
cathode negative (and thus, relatively, the grid
positive). This action is cumulative, and continues
until the valve is passing heavy anode current-
the valve is saturated-and the capacitor Cc has
charged up.

The anode current now ceases to rise, Cc begins
to discharge, and the anode potential begins to rise.
The cathode is now driven positive cumulatively
until the valve is again cut off, when it is ready for
the next triggering impulse.

By itself this forms a very effective pulse genera-
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tor, in that the rise -time is extremely fast-about
0.005uS, or 5nS. The pulse width is however some-
what variable and the " top " of the pulse is not
very flat. However, with a trigger frequency of
about 20kc/s the harmonics of the oscillator can
readily be picked up on a receiver at least As far up
the scale as 200 Mc/s! This oscillator can there-
fore cause serious interference on all bands, and
very good shielding is required.

In the complete instrument, the pulse width is
fixed rigidly by the delay line in the anode circuit,
as will now be shown, while the extremely fast
rise -time is maintained. As already mentioned,
provision is also made for slicing the irregular
" top " off the generated pulse.

When the valve is triggered and conducts
heavily the anode potential drops rapidly by up to
a hundred volts, and a negative step is generated
in the delay in line connected to the anode. As this
happens, a similar voltage step, but positive,
appears at the dynode, of amplitude about 40V.

The anode voltage step passes down the delay
line, taking time equal to %/LC and is reflected in
reversed phase from the point at which the delay -
line is short-circuited. The positive voltage step
now passes back to the anode and on arriving there
the anode again reaches a high positive voltage,
causing the dynode to pass heavy current.

The result is that the dynode drops in potential
and the dynode pulse is terminated. The width of
the pulse depends therefore on the part of which
the delay -line is short-circuited, and on the distri-
buted inductance and capacitance of the line up to
that point.

The delay -line has a characteristic impedance of
4/L/CS/ where L and C are the inductance and

Fig. 3-Details of the
EFP60 valve circuit
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capacitance per unit length. The anode load resis-
tor must match this accurately, or reflections in the
delay -line will occur at the anode as well as at the
short-circuit. These may cause multiple pulses to
appear at each triggering.

The match is best arranged by trial and error,
since individual construction will not be able to
reproduce precisely the characteristics of the delay -
line now to be described. This applies also, though
with less urgency, to the delay -line in the cathode
circuit of V2b.

V4 Anode Delay -Line

This delay -line is constructed from a 10in. length
of tin. O.D. paxolin tube. A strip of thin copper
foil is obtained 10in, long and lin. wide, and, if too
thick to flex easily, is reduced in thickness to about

0.002in. by etching in ferric chloride solution or,
more quickly, in warm dilute nitric acid.

When it has the texture of the aluminium foil
used in the kitchen it is washed carefully and
allowed to dry. This process may be used to clean
copper foil of the right thickness, if dirty. From
the foil a strip is next cut 0.2in, wide. and from this
strip are cut 16 pieces each *Dn. in length.

These small pieces are maintained as flat as
possible; the cutting is best done with a razor blade
or sharp penknife, so as to get the burrs all coming
on the same side of the foil.

The piece of foil remaining, now 0.8in. in width,
is softened by carefully heating over a small gas

H:1".+250V HT.+350V H.T.+150V

rrigger
(u4.1 Rg

0

R4

Output

Fig. 4-A simplified representation of the EFP60
stage of the circuit.

or spirit flame, and is given a clean surface finish
by a quick etch in the acid solution. Preferably it is
now silver-plated, but this is not absolutely
necessary. This strip is now folded lengthwise
round the paxolin tube, taking care that the edges
are parallel to the axis of the tube. When the
foil is mounted on the tube gentle working with the
fingers will harden it enough for it to keep its
shape when slipped off the tube, which is the neat
step.

The tube is now given a coat of clear contact
adhesive diluted with acetone; this is best done
with a brush. The " inner " of the foil is also given
a similar coat. Before the coats are quite dry the
foil is placed on the tube and adhesion secured by
pressure. There is now visible a strip of tube
0.38in. wide, covered with drying contact adhesive.
The 16 small pieces of foil are now pressed,
burr -side down, on to this surface, spacing them
;113in. apart. If adhesion is not good, a few drops
of acetone will help.

Finally the whole of the foil is covered with a
thin layer of adhesive. very evenly, and the whole
allowed to dry thoroughly. Fig. 5 shows the finished
tube.

Beginning at point A the tube is now wound
evenly and closely with No. 40 gauge enamelled
copper wire, making a tap at the points listed in
Table 1. Exactly 8in. of winding is required, cover-
ing sixteen " patches ". The associated delay and
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the corresponding pulse width (which is twice the
delay) is given for each point.

TABLE I
Distance of tap from A

0.2i n.
0.4in.
0.6i n.
1.0i n.
2.0i n.
3.0in.
4.0i n.
5.0in.
6.0in.
7.0i n.
8.0in.

Delay
25nS
50nS
75nS

125nS
250nS
375nS
500nS
625nS
750nS
875nS

I,000nS

Pulse width
50nS

100nS
150nS
250nS
0.5AS
0.75AS
1.0AS
1.25AS
I.5AS
I .75AS
2.0AS

It will be seen that all taps except the first three
are arranged to coincide with the gaps between the
patching strips; but if because of slight inaccuracies
in placing this does not happen it is better to stick
to the distances accurately and neglect the patches.

The cathode delay -line is similarly constructed
except that the taps are two inches apart. These
correspond to relative advance of the pulse of 0,
0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and lAS.

These delay lines are conveniently mounted
between angle brackets fixed to the chassis. It is
necessary to ensure that there is no coupling
between them, an objective achieved by mounting
the cathode delay -line on one side of the chassis
and the anode line on the other. The full-length
copper foil is earthed to chassis at each end; in the
case of the cathode line 'this causes no insulation
difficulties but the anode line will carry the h.t.
voltage together with the anode pulses, and care
must be taken to see that the insulation between

Earthed copper foil

Paxoiin tube

Patches of copper
A foil

Fig. 5-The completed former of the V4 anode delay
line.

the winding and the earthed foil is effective every-
where.

A slightly thicker coating of contact adhesive
may be desirable. The " patches ", which are added
to couple adjacent sections of the winding. are left
unconnected.

Characteristic Impedance of Lines
The characteristic impedance of these lines is

51052, but variations from 490 to 530 are likely
in hand -winding to the specification. These are of
little consequence. However, intentional divergen-
cies from the specification will cause the impedance
to alter markedly, and should not be attempted
unless equipment is available for measuring the

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors:

RI 33kfl RI7 68012
R2 IMO RI8 3 9k12
R3 151(12 RI9
R4 220t1 R20 5.6kS2
R5 IML2 R2I 1001(12
R6 390k12 R22 5100
R7 33kf2 R23 471d2
R8 10k fl R24 1.5kil
R9 10kL2 R25 5.61(12
RIO 10kLI R26 6.13k12
RI I 47kl2 R27 10012
R12 1ML2 R28 1001.2
RI3 330L1 R29 10k I/
RI4 2.21a1 R30 2.2k12
R15 5100 R3I 12k12
RI6 2.21d2 R32 82k 1Z
All +10%, W carbon unless otherwise stated

Potentiometers:
VRI 100kil VR3 Mil
VR2 1.5k12

Capacitors:
CI 0.05µF paper
C2 8pF electrolytic 250V
C3 ElpF electrolytic 25V
C4 0.1pF paper
C5 0.1pF paper
C6 32µF electrolytic 350V
C7 390 mica or ceramic
C8 0.1AF paper
C9 680pF mica or ceramic
CIO 0.05µF paper
CII liLF paper
Cl2 1AF paper
CI3 0.IAF paper
CI4 0IµF paper
CIS 0.IAF paper
CI6 0.IAF paper
CI7 IAF paper
CI8 0.02AF paper
CI9 0.01AF paper
C20 I800pF mica or ceramic
C2I 27pF mica or ceramic

Valves:
VI EF80 V5 EA50
V2 ECC84 V6 EA50
V3 ECC82 V7 6CH6
V4 EFP60

Miscellaneous:
SI 2 -pole, I2 -way Yaxley type switch
S2 One -pole, 5 -way switch
Delay lines-see text. 0A81 germanium diode

characteristics actually achieved. This warning also
applies to the delay and pulse -width, both of which
will alter if the windings are altered.

The layout is by no means critical in general. but
it must be appreciated that the very sharp pulses
generated include harmonics of frequencies up to
several hundred megacycles per second. Thus, the
usual v.h.f. techniques must be employed in all the
circuitry from V4 to the optput stage. Connections
should be as short as possible, and made by means
of strips of copper foil fin. wide, or +in. diameter
braid if possible.

This does not apply of course to the heater leads
-continued on page 455
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A MONTHLY COMMENTARY

Underneath the Dipole

BY ICONOS

WHEN one considers the
enormous television commu-

nication distances covered by
Telstar and the other satellites
circling around the earth, the
differences in distance between
London, Paris, U.S.A. and Japan

None the
less, the first of the relays from
Japan to England, via the French
receiving station and, of course,
Telstar, was an exciting event.
Variable in quality, particularly
when views from a helicopter
were used, the interview with the
President of Japan and others
came over quite well and
followed the usual opening
pattern of references to hands
across the sea ", etc. This
reminds one of similar speeches
made in U.S.A. when the first
TV pictures came here via
Telstar. One of the interesting
consequences of the special facili-
ties required by the Post Office
to get the signals from the
English receiving station at
Goonhilly Down, Cornwall, to
London has been the reverse
combination of microwave links
between Goonhilly and Bristol
which have been contributed
partly by the five repeater links
and aerial towers used in the
south-westerly direction to West-
ward Television, whose studio is
at Plymouth. By injecting a
signal from Plymouth to the
repeater station just north of that
city West Country newsreel
items can be sent up to Indepen-
dent Television News at short

notice, and it is possible in the
same way to supply to the net-
work special local items or
programmes of general interest.
Independent Television News
has installed three R.C.A. tele-
vision tape recording equipments
which can be used for pre-
recording news items from any
part of the ITA network, to
which can be added greetings
from U.S.A., Japan and almost
every television -minded country
in the world-if the Post Office
provide the appropriate links via
coaxial lines, microwave trans-
mitters and repeater stations and,
of course, satellites circling
around the earth, including
Telstars and Syncoms. Whether
viewers will be comfortably in
bed or at work in the morning
is a moot point when considering
the precise time when special
events are taking place at the
Olympic Games in Tokyo. The
resultant picture could be taped
for later transmissions, of course,
but there may be occasions when
filmed recordings can be sent all
or part of the way to suit the
transmission times in Britain.

Standards Conversions

How mixed-up can you be
when you try to deal at short
notice with 405, 525, 625 lines
(or what have you?) TV pic-
tures? For some years the
answer has been to put the
picture of one TV standard on a
high-class monitor the master of
which is picked up by a TV
camera on the other standard.
The resultant quality on most
conversions has varied from
fairly good to fairly bad, usually
the latter; but the news or
novelty value of the subject
matter has justified the trouble
and expense. The BBC has had
plenty of headaches in sorting out
the different line standards for
BBC -1 and BBC -2 in operation

in their studios and equipment,
sorting out the appropriate
signals to their appropriate des-
tinations with the ingenuity of
the Great Western Railway when
it mixed up its narrow and broad
gauges.

Cameras, control units, moni-
tors and what have you have all
had to be convertible to both line
standards, and BBC -2 has played
its part in hurrying up the
design of line conversion equip-
ment of an entirely new type
which operates like a computer
and avoids the losses in picture
quality which occur when the
traditional method of shooting a
TV camera to a monitor is used.

The BBC have made great
progress with computer equip-
ment which will examine the 625
lines horizontally at 576 different
points along each line and inter-
polate the 405 lines at varying
points between the original 625,
thereby compressing the original
information in a novel way, free
from the distortions often present
in the old line monitor -cum -
camera converters. This is
indeed a startling new method of
which the BBC already have two
versions, one of which is readily
adaptable to reversing from 405
to 625 if reouired. I have seen
tests with this equipment and
have been much impressed. In
the course of time these line
store standards converters will be
made available to the ITV com-
panies to be used for Continental
news and later on, in years to
come, no doubt, for the expan-
sion of the 625 -line standard in
parallel with 405 lines.

Loy,. Story
There seems to be no future

for the television play as an
ad hoc presentation. The same
play seems to be accepted and
sorted out into its own appro-
priate series whether it is
Armchair Theatre or Love Story,
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for instance, or any other series
we specially look at week -by -
week. In A Future Holiday, one
of the Love Story series, the title
filled one with apprehension in
this day and age when the down-
beat story seems to be more up
to date than the happy ending
one. Nevertheless, a play that is
well produced and well acted
often keeps viewers on the right
channel, even if it carries with it
the depression which has become
as fashionable as the kitchen
sink. The principal characters in
A Future Holiday are a married
couple who were formerly ball-
room dancing champions but
who became thoroughly bored
with one another and their
suburban life. The story
develops into the usual triangle
when the lodger, a student.
catches the eye of the wife while
the husband is out and attending
a night school. Michael Bryant
and Rosemary Leach play the
former dancing partners with
conviction, and one can anticipate
that in real life many students
with odd -looking beards, as pre-
sented by Alexis Kanner, make
quick exits with their luggage
when almost caught in an
awkward situation by their land-
lady, the wife. A Future Holiday
was produced and the exteriors
filmed by Douglas Fisher, whose
work for ATV I had not pre-
viously seen.

"A Nice Little Business"

In a rather different category
was ATV's A Nice Little
Business, in which the back-
ground was the novel one of a
beauty parlour for dogs-which
was the appropriate subject of
the title. The principal charac-
ters were husband, wife and the
partner in the business. Never-
theless, the triangle of most love
stories reappeared again and
seemed to develop into a compli-
cated plan in which the partner
proposed to murder the husband,
a plan which somehow worked
out the other way with the
husband as murderer. With this
brief reference to a basic story
which was not very strong it
once more held the viewer mainly
because of the convincing acting
of William Franklyn, Anthony
Bate and Diana Dors. Techni-
cally the sets and the production
were good excepting for the
extraordinary facial cosmetics

adopted by Diana Dors. White
shiny lips and heavyweight eye-
lashes ruined the close-ups in
several scenes which were other-
wise very well lit. What is
happening to make-up depart-
ments these days? Fortunately
the low -temperature (yellowish)
lighting of most TV studios
seems to suit men's faces without
need for make-up, but the pale
shiny lipstick used by the ladies
adds nothing to their attractive-
ness, to say the least.

Impressionistic TV
,Far less entertaining, in my

opinion, was the exchange of
views of satirical revue com-
panies from Chicago and
London. Playing their parts on
the other's ground, so to speak,
the Second City Revue from
Chicago saw (but did not
conquer) London in spite of
repetitive scenes of the changing
of the Guard, visits to East and
West, flats, houses and shops.
Crossing the Atlantic in its
exchange visit was a revue com-
pany from the Establishment
Club, London, which, equally
critical of Chicago, contrived to
ridicule its home town, country
and constitution. By the time
they started to make references to
the Monarchy I reached for the
knob of my TV set and switched
off. Presented as a new formula
in television technique it seemed
to me to be an example of down-
beat in its most unpleasant form.

Pay -TV

The larger cities of the U.S.A.
have so many TV channels avail-
able now that u.h.f. has been
introduced in a big way, that
there must be some of the
channels which are poorly
patronised when big stars are
appearing on the others. To a
smaller extent this , effect is
noticeable in the London area in
homes which are faced with the
decision of switching to BBC -1,
BBC -2, or ITV. The advent of
Pay -TV in some of the London
areas already being fitted up with
piped television as an addition to
piped radio sound will further
complicate matters, but in this
case viewers will have to pay
anything from 2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d.
to see a film programme. There
is at least one Pay -TV organisa-
tion in London which is going
ahead with the installation of

equipment, including three of the
latest type of telecine machines,
with provision for cutting,
editing, rehearsing and announc-
ing.

Gold, Silver and Bronze
There seems to be dozens of

film and television festivals held
each year in various parts of the
world, of which the most impor-
tant from the TV point of view
is at Montreux. Britain has
achieved many awards during
years past, winning the golden,
silver or bronze " Roses ", but
this year failed to win any of
them. The BBC's series The
Good Old Days was a highly
regarded entry, but the Golden
Rose was won by Swiss Broad-
casting Corporation, whose
Happy End .aixture of music,
dialogue and comedy achieved
distinction by its very original
concept and presentation. I
haven't seen this prize-winning
product yet but am not surprised
to hear that, like other entries, it
was filmed for television rather
than recorded electronically on
tape. This gives the producer
much greater flexibility in edit-
ing, not to mention the fact that
it gives him the opportunity of
having second thoughts or
retakes. The BBC's polished
production of old music hall in
The Good Old Days, videotaped
at the City Variety Theatre,
Leeds, is restricted by the tech-
niques used but is none the less
a good entertainment with the
right atmosphere created by the
appropriately dressed audience.

Another festival N'hich con-
cerns both film and TV is the
International Advertising Film
Festival at Venice, which has
gained in importance because of
the growing exports of filmed
commercials between the coun-
tries of Europe. Anglo-Scottish
Pictures, of Halliford Studios,
near Shepperton, have provided
commercials for Germany and
Austria, suite apart from their
considerable output for the
British networks, and have
ventured into other countries for
exterior shots. The whole idea
of these competitions N. as started
in Hollywood many years ago
when the first presentations of
" Oscars " were made, important
awards which were won this year
by British film makers, notably
with Tom ,zones.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE
402 OF THE JUNE ISSUE

OF the various sections of a television
receiver, the sound separation and amplify-
ing portion should be the easiest to service.

And so it would be, if the circuits were entirely
conventional. After all, the signal has been ampli-
fied to a manageable extent before the sound
section takes over, and the narrower bandwidth
of the sound channel presents no more problems
than that of the average radio receiver. (This is
rather begging the question, for whereas the radio
may have an intermediate frequency of 470kc/s
and a bandwidth of 9kc/s, the television receiver
uses an i.f. of 38.15Mc/s and the bandwidth,
though still very much narrower than the vision

HT+

To To T. V. TV
FM. sound

tuner take off

61-1

-a

E STOCK FAULTS
PREVALENT TROUBLES IN COMMERCIAL RECEIVERS

PART 3
THE SOUND CHANNEL

Bucks.
The reason is implicit in our second sentence.

There is hardly such a contraption as the " con-
ventional ' television receiver. Manufacturers
have thought up all manner of traps for the
unwary, and some of these departures from the
convention bring their own, regular, stock faults.
Others have peculiar, often misleading symptoms,
which are also worth noting.

Beginning with the i.f. circuits: mention was
made in the last article of the combined vision and
radio receiver. As the intermediate frequency used
on Band II is recommended to be 10.7Mc/s, the
i.f. stage which handles both television and fre-

quency -modulated radio sig-
nals sometimes has two sets
of tuned circuits, one reso-
nant at the f.m. frequency
and the other at the
38.15Mcis employed for
TV. There are not so many
of these receivers about now
and manufacturers have
abandoned the principle, for
various economic as well as
technical reasons. However,
it is worth mentioning the
peculiarities of one or two
old favourites that are still
giving satisfactory results in
many homes.

TV

It A GC,
Fig. 12-Sound i.f. stages of a Bush TV77, with supply, etc.. components
omitted. Separate coils are tuned to the intermediate frequencies, TV 38.15Mc/s,

f.m. 10.7Mc/s.

channel, is some 50 kc/s.)
There is, it is true, the rejection factor. Some

circuits were described and their action discussed
briefly in Part 2 of this series. There is no need
to enlarge upon this further. The only other
special point about the television sound channel
is the inclusion of interference limiting, which
usually takes the form of a simple, biased diode
just after the detector. Then why waste mace on
the sound channel? asks "Disgusted " of Carping,

Combined I.F. Transformers

The combined i.f. trans-
former is typified by the cir-
cuit of Fig. 12, which is the
two i.f. stages of the Bush
TV77.

The aforementioned reference to economic
factors can be weighed when we consider that
in this receiver a separate f.m. tuner was used and
individual tuned circuits for the two intermediate
frequencies.

By the time the TV97 had come out, the TV tuner
unit had been modified to take Band II charnels
by shunting additional inductance across the Band
I coils, retaining their familiar permeability tuning
method, but the i.f. circuits are basically the same.
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Volume
control

Fig. 13-Foster-Seeley discriminator for f.m.-reception, switched to series detector function when used on TV channels,
as in the Sobell TP5I73.

At the TV intermediate frequency, the f.m. coils
become virtual chokes, while the TV coils present
a practical short-circuit to 10.7Mc/s, the f.m.
intermediate frequency. Thus, a great deal of
switching is eliminated. And it is the switching
that gives most trouble on these sets.

Examples of this may be found in the Regentone
and Alba models that incorporated f.m. The slide
wafer switch is mounted at the rear of the tuner
unit on distance pieces, and a cam on the tuner
selector spindle pushes a brass bush on the wafer
slide upward for the three f.m. channels. The
return action is effected by a spring which is
rather difficult to remove and re -tension. A
common mistake is to attempt to oil the switch
slider, which immediately becomes " gummed -
up ". In such cases wash off with methylated
spirit-not switch -cleaner.

To illustrate the switch functioning, Fig. 13
shows the Foster -Seeley discriminator circuit as
used in the Sobell TPS173, T178, and T23
receivers.

On, f.m., the audio output across C81 is fed,
via the filter, and SW2c, to the volume control.
SW2b takes R90, C86, the DC load, to chassis,
and short-circuits R91. This short-circuit opens
for TV, and SW2c changes over, taking the volume
control to the detector via the limiter diode MR5.

'But before we get involved with detectors, etc.,
it may oc appropriate to take another look at the
sound i.f. stage used in more modern receivers.
Here, the frame grid amplifier comes into its own.
The much higher slope gives greater gain but
imposes more restrictions on the associated com-
ponents and wiring to reduce the chance of
instability. Thus, special decoupling capacitors
will often be employed at C in Fig. 14a, to bypass
the combined screen and anode, and these are
critical, as is the length of their connecting leads
-or more precisely, their shortness.

Another method of neutralising the i.f. stage is
by fitting a choke from suppressor grid to chassis,
as in Fig. 14b, Defiant 7109, 2109, later version.
Both this method and the previous one have their
disadvantages in 'that if the decoupling becomes

even slightly less than optimum, quite severe
faults can occur; intermittent over -loading, vision
on sound, patterning or even, on some models, a
raster going to complete white in bursts.

The tendency of these valves, operating under
stringent conditions, to develop inter -electrode
short-circuits, has been noted. The alternative
circuit of the Ultra 100C, 1980C and 1984C, with
a common resistor for both anode and screen grid
voltage dropping, decoupled by a 1,500pF
capacitor, is shown in Fig 14c. A control -to -
screen grid short-circuit causes the anode resistor
and the 120f2 cathode resistor, to overheat and
perhaps change value. Both valve and resistors
must be changed or the fault will recur.

A further complication crops up with the later
model, Ultra 6620, where weak and distorted
sound, perhaps intermittent, occurs on 405 -line
operation, but disappears when switched to 625
line working. The trouble is that the second sound
i.f. amplifier develops an inter -electrode short-
circuit (screen to suppressor, in this case), excessive
h.t. current is drawn and the potentiometer feed
network becomes damaged. But this valve operates
as a limiter for the f.m. sound on 625 lines, an
additional 33012 is switched in to operate the
valve about 22 volts screen potential, and the
short-circuit does not occur. The moral is: test
under the most stringent conditions of power,
heat, volume, etc., when looking for these obscure
faults. The old-fashioned method of cooking the
set gently under a blanket has its merits-just so
long as you don't walk off and forget it!

Before leaving the Ultra range, it may be wise
to mention that the tolerance on these voltage
dropping resistors is less than of old. The Ultra
1984 has a lkfl resistor common to anode and
screen of the i.f. stage. If this becomes damaged
and reduces in value, an annoying treble boost
seems to occur. It is a queer fault that can lead
one a fruitless dance around the output and
driver stages. A 1 watt resistor is a wise precau-
tion when replacement is made. A circuit in which
higher wattage resistors are already fitted, and
which incorporates several of the points previously
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"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN

FRONT

STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS...ABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY ... Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltages on TV, even with
Mains of 180;265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12" now ... O. 0.0) For
14" to 17" now £5.I0.0 Single
21" now ... £8. 0.0 Tubes

ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers-Reducing to:
I 2"-8716; 14" 17"-9716; 21"-I47'6
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

YOUR CAREER in

TELEVISION?
Big opportunities and big money await the qualified
man in every field of Electronics today-both in the
U.K. and throughout the world. Ve offer the finest
home study training for all subjects in radio, television,
etc., especially for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS. (Tech-
nicians' Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Exam.; the
RADIO AMATEURS' LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in
Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo-
mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam. successes. We are the only privately
run British home study college specialising in electronic
subjects only. Fullest details will be gladly sent without
any obligation.

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2

RADIO HOUSE, READING, Berks.

Please send FREE BROCHURE to:

NAME Block

ADDRESS Caps.

Please
7.64

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL

BUY QUALITY
AERIALS

at

THE RIGHT
TRADE PRICE

Take a look at our trade prices low,
BAND I, III, & COMBINED AERIALS

Boxed in lots of six
BAND I

3 Element Senior. Head only with clamp... 48r-
3 Element Senior. Chimney Mounting

Complete 8916
4 Element Senior. Head only with clamp 5613
4 Element Senior. Chimney Mounting

Complete 981
BAND III

3E Wall or Universal Clamp Mounting ... 1519

SE Wall or Universal Clamp Mounting ... 1916

6E Wall or Universal Clamp Mounting ... 221-
8E Wall or Universal Clamp Mounting ... 29/6
10E Wall or Universal Clamp Mounting ... 35/
Twin 5 Head Only with Universal Clamp... 3916
Twin 6 Head Only with Universal Clamp... 43/6
Twin 8 Head Only with Universal Clamp... 50/ -

BAND I & III COMBINED
Dipole + 3 Loft Mounting 1016

Dipole + 5 Loft Mounting......II16
Dipole + 3 Chimney Mounting Complete 2713
Dipole + 5 Chimney Mounting Complete 2919
Dipole + 7 Head Only with Universal

Clamp 2213
Dipole + 7 Chimney Mounting Complete 32/3
H + 5 Head Only with Universal Clamp ... 321-

H + 5 Chimney Mounting Complete ... 42/-
H + 7 Head Only with Universal Clamp ... 3416

H + 7 Chimney Mounting Complete ... 44/6
H + 9 Head Only with Universal Clamp ... 37/-
H + 9 Chimney Mounting Complete ... 48/6
H + Twin 6 Head Only with Universal.

Clamp ...
H + Twin 6 Chimney Mounting Complete 11216
Write for our illustrated catalogue, which
lists full range of aerials and products at

highly competitive prices, to:
ELCOT LANE, MARLBOROUGH, Wilts.

Telephone: Marlborough 65711

Prices quoted apply to England, Scotland and Wales.
Agents for Northern Ireland are: Caidarwood &
Hamilton, 86a Scotch Street, Dungannon, N. Ireland.

tigtep4c11011 Ltd
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ARE YOU TRAINED FOR
1965? 1966 ? 1967 ?

Wm automation or new techniques in Electronics replace you one day?
DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH YOUR FUTURE-DECIDE THAT

YOU ARE GOING TO BE THE MAN IN DEMAND!
Never before in history has it been so easy and so inexpensive to train for a
rewarding career In Electronics. Radio and Television!

BIM -TECH NOW OFFER THREE EXCLUSIVE HOME TRAINING
COURSES.

Anyone can afford these amazing courses-anyone can understand this practical
training-No complicated mathematics to hold you back-No old fashioned,
obscure explanations to frustrate you!
The lessons are CRYSTAL CLEAR. PRACTICAL, EASY TO MASTER AND
USE-Early lessons make fundamentals dear even to the beginner while other
lemons will give you the practical -know-how" of an expert!
Compares favourably with some courses costing very much more! By creating
a mass market through large volume sales and eliminating individual letter
writing we are able to pass on these savings directly to youl
Each course is printed on extra large quarto size sheets and bound into one
manual to simplify handling and distribution.
Please select the course most suitable for your requirements from the following:
No. I. RADIO COURSE. Fundamental facts--Electrons-Conductors and
insulators-Radio Batteries-Circuits-Magnetism-Ohm's Law-Resistor
Colour Code-Chart-- What resistor to use-Electro-Magnetism-Electro-
magnetic Induction-Self Induction-Radio Frequency Inductances-Capacity
Coupling-I.F. Transformers-Radio Coils- Radio Capacitors-The Farad-
Dielectric--Capacitor Colour Code-Alternating Current Theory & Filters-
Reactance and Resistance-Charts to calculate Capacity Frequency and
Inductance-Handy Radio Formulae-Practical Aspects of Radio Servicing-
Radio Valves-Transistor Theory-N Type Germanium-P Type Germanium-
Diode Action-Transistor Action-D.C. Stabilization-Transistor B186 Adjust-

AmplIfication-Superheterodyne Principles--A.V.C.-Power Sup-
pliee-Meters-Multitesters and Valve Testers-Point to Point Servicing-
Signal Generators and Signal Tracers-Using an Oscilloscope for Servicing-
Alignment--Ampliflers and P.A. Equipment-High Fidelity-Advantages of
Inverse Feedback-Speakers-Frequency Modulation-How to Obtain Radio
J obs. Price for the complete course. ONLY 36/-. Plus postage 1/6.
No. 2. ELECTRONICS COURSE. Includes most of the above lessons plus L.C.
and R. Combined Circuits-Resonance Phenomenon-Behaviour at Resonance-
How Meters Work-Making a Voltmeter-Ohm meter Connections-Valves-
Electron Behaviour-Triode-Characteristic Curves-Power Buppliee--Audio
Amplifiers-Microphones-Resistance Coupling-Obtaining Grid Bias-
Push Pull and Parallel-Phase Inverter Circuit-Radio Frequency Voltage
Amplifiers-LE. and Multiband Coils--Detection-Receiver Circuits-Results
of Frequency Mixing-A.V.C.-Electronic Oscillators-Quartz Crystals-
Radio 'Transmitter Circuits-Modulation and Tuning-Lines Antennas and
Radiation-Test Equipment Using Meters-Electronic Test Equipment-
Thyrstrons-Photo-Cell Equipment-Radio Compass-H.F. Heating-
Electronic Shaping Circuits-Electron Microscope-Electric Strain Gauges-
Inter-Communicators-Radio Servicing Technlques--Serviong Printed Circuits.
Price for the complete course. Only 39/8. Plus postage 1/8.
Graduates of the Electronics Course can quality for a eertilloate--detail, sent
with each order.
No. 8. TELEVISION COURSE. Effect of Mis-adjusted controls-Pictures of
various faults-Service adjustments-Circuit Faults Indicated by a Poor
Pattern-Finding Bad Valves by observing Picture Faults-Separate Channel
I.F. System-Intercarrier I.F. System-Negative Picture-Interference-
Antenna Principles and Practices-U.H.F. Transmission Linea-Facts About
the T.V. Signal to Help you in Service Work-Synchronizing Separators-T.V.
Interference Aide-All about Cathode Ray Tubes-Explanation of T.V. Circuits
-Video Detector-Video Amplifier-D.C. Restorer Circuit-Automatic Gain
Control Circuits-Oscillators-Deflection Coils-Automatic Frequency Control
Circults--Analysis of Stagger Tuned LF. Receiver-Analysis of Three Inter -
Carrier Type Receivers-The Vertical Deflection Circuit-The Horizontal
Deflection arcult-Waveforms-Schematics of various sections of a T.V.-
U.H.F. Converters and Tuners-T.V. Test Equipment and Alignment --Analysis
of Various Problems.
Prise for the complete course. Only 36/-. Plus postage 1/8.
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED TO GIVE COMPLETE SATISFACTION
You must be convinced that this is the best value you have ever seen in Elec-
tronic, Radio or T.V. Training, otherwise you can return the course (or have
your money refunded if sent with order) after you have examined It in your
own home for a full seven days.
IF YOU SEND CASH WITH ORDER WE WILL INCLUDE A FREE 70 PAGE
BOOK. Tick on the coupon one book for each course ordered with full cash.
RADIO SERVICING FAULT FINDING BOOK. TELEVISION FAULT
BOOK. OSCILLOSCOPE BOOK.
Them free books are authoritative, and loaded with information. Would
cost at least 5/- each if bought separately-by sending cash you reduce book-
keeping and other costs which savings we peas back to youl

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Pay only 51- per week it you wish. Clip coupon right now for this special offer.

To: Sim -Tech Book Company, Dept. CTS, Gater's Mill. West End, Southampton,
Hants.

Please send the following courses for a full seven day's trial.
 No. 1. RADIO COURSE. 0 No. 2. ELECTRONICS COURSE.

37/8, incl. postage. 41/, incl. postage.
O No.11. TELEVISION COURSE.

87/6, tool. postage.
(Free trial customers tick only one pleagel.

if not delighted, I may return the course poet -paid without further obligation
on my part. Otherwise I will pay cash price OR 5/- weekly until purchase
price plus 2/8 service charge has been paid.

 Tick here if enclosing full purchase price.
Please send me D FREE. RADIO FAULT FINDING BOOK.

El FREE. T.V. FAULT FINDING BOOK. D FREE. OSCILLOSCOPE BOOK.
Amount enclosed S.....

I understand that you will refund this money in full if I am not 100% satisfied.
Overseas customers please send full amount (including Ireland).

NAME

ADDRESS

I2in....
15-17in.

OUTSTANDING OFFER
FROM WIRECOMP!

625/405 LINE TV CHASSIS
MADE BY FAMOUS BRITISH MANUFACTURER

FOR U.K. USE

Switchable time base. Brand new and unused but store soiled
13 valve plus 2 diode circuit. Designed for 110 electrostatic
Cathode Ray Tube-will take 17in., I9in., 2Iin. or 23in. tube.
Fitted with bands III 1 1 Turret tuner-complete with 12 sets
of coils. All controls fitted Chassis size: I8in. high x 15in.

wide x Sin. deep. Will receive BBC 2 if fitted with u.h.1
Tuner. Sound output transformer fitted for 3 ohm speaker.
For 200/250 v. A.C./D.C. mains.

WIRECOMP'S PRICE 17 GNS.
COMPLETE WITH VALVES AND
BANDS 11111 TURRET TUNER

Carriage and Packing 1216 extra.

CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH BRAND NEW I7":
C.R.T. AT INCLUSIVE COST OF 19 GNS.

Carriage and Packing 17'6 extra.

WIRECOMP ELECTRONICS
378 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W9

TEL. CUNN!NGHAM 9530
Hours of business: 9 a.nr. to 6 p.m. Open all day
Saturday. Opposite Paddington General Hospital.

Buses 18B and 36 pass the door.

FREE TUBE EQUIVALENTS CHART

will be sent on receipt of S.A.E.
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT

excepting glass

I2in.... f4.10.0 14in. ... L5. 5.0

15-17in. ... L5.15.0 19-2Iin. E7.15.0

23in. ... E12.10.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Emitron etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

E3. 0.0 14in. /4. 0.0

E4.10.0 21in. ... L6.10.0

All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance 10 -.
Wholesalers of Tungsram and R.F.T. Valves.

S.T.S. Ltd.
35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,

SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665

City County ,
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made, is the Defiant 9A50 and 9A51, the sound i.f.
stage of which is shown in Fig. 14d.

Sound Detectors
Sound detectors used at one time to be mainly

sections of double diode valves, such as the EB91,
6AL5, D77, 6D2, etc., or one diode of a com-
bination valve such as the DH77 or EBF80. Then
there was a swing, to crystal diodes, GA70, GA81,
GEX34 and so on. Now, with the incorporation
of f.m. detector circuits, the double -diode is again
obtaining preference.

Fig. 14-Methods of neutralising frame -grid i.f. valves:
a (below) by common r.f. decoupling; b, by phase -linear
choke from suppressor grid to chassis; c (right) by common
d.c. load and r.f. decoupling, anode and screen grids;

and (d) the Defiant 9A50 circuit.

Principal fault with the older models was
deterioration of the high value load resistor, or
the resistor from h.t. which provided bias. An
example is the HMV 1918, where the EB91 has
a 3.9MO anode load, which can increase to 10MO
and cause distortion and intermittent sound break-
through. Loads on TV sound detectors tend to
be lower than on radio receivers, with smaller
reservoir capacitors, because of the higher fre-
quency i.f.

A circuit which shows a combination of valve
and semiconductor in the detector/noise limiter
stage is the Decca DM1, DM3, DM4 and DM5
sound strip. The staze is illustrated in Fig. 15.

It will be noted that the detector is a crystal,
the load is only 50kf1 and the reservoir capacitor
47pF. A fault that has occurred here was heater -
cathode short circuiting of the valve with conse-
quent distortion that appeared to emanate from
the output stage. (There were other faults,
actually in that stage, as we shall note.)

The favourite trouble with the semiconductor
is the noise and distortion that can occur when it
develops a low forward resistance. This is aggra-
vated when a bias is applied through a high value
resistance from the h.t. line.

A typ:cal circuit which employs two semicon-
ductors, a crystal for detector and miniature metal -

type for noise limiter (series -type), is the. Cossor
948, 948F range, with only slight variations in the
wired versions, 945B and 949. Note that W6 is
fed from the h.t. tapping on the sound output
panel, via two resistors which are on the U.
panel, as is the detector and its associated com-
ponents. The harness wiring goes via the top
run, taking in the variable resistor used for setting
the sound limiting, and acting, in effect, like a
top -cut control.

First clue that this is a noise limiter fault is
the lack of control by R60. The rectifier W6

3111
011011

43C0
PP

(d)
1

1 2 a

is easily short-circuited to prove the fault, and.
indeed, many sets must be operating with that
" temporary " short-circuit left in place.

From Fig. 15, a further point may be noted.
With a series interference limiter, if there is some
doubt about the fitting of a crystal in either posi-
tion, an inspection of the circuit will reveal that
the diodes are in opposition. This is the most
common type of circuitry,' but before we go round
gaily short-circuiting diodes, it is as well to note
that alternative circuits have been used.

Fig. 1.5-Decca DM4, etc., detector and noise limiter
using both thermionic valve and semiconductor diode.
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One of these was the Dickert noise limiter,
which shunted the detector, biased to conduct on
noise pulses, shunting the signal. Another form
was the limiter placed later in the circuit, for
example, between driver and output valve, as in
some Ferranti receivers.

The a.g.c. circuits are generally quite simple,
and the faults much as can be expected on radio
receivers. One example is the difficulty of an
over -biased sound i.f. valve, the result of the feed
resistor in the a.g.c. line going open -circuit.

PCL83

-4

4
volume

HI+ H:T.+
2000

pF

12011

Fig. 16-Typical sound output stage (Ferguson 306). Note
tapped cathode bias, correction components across output
transformer primary and 30pF compensating capacitor

from anode to control grid of pentode section.

Faulty decoupling causes a similar effect on the
Murphy V410. The effect here is that applica-
tion of the meter to the circuit apparently clears
the fault. (It is a general rule that only a high
ohms/volt meter should be employed around the
a.g.c. circuits.) This fault was met with on the
Marconi VT157 and associated models, where the
a.g.c. is fed to the sound i.f. valve via two 1M0
resistors, and the link between these on the tag
strip adjacent to the valve opens.

Other intermittent faults can be found on these
sets which use a basic printed circuit and a multi-
tude of wired links and component boards-
almost as if the designer woke up in the night
with an after -thought that just screamed to be
incorporated in the finished receiver.

The driver stage, often a triode portion of a
multiple valve, such as the PCL82, 83 or 85, and
now the PCL86, has one peculiarity. The anode
load is usually quite high, and there is too often
a tendency to fit a resistor that is just within
tolerance. This goes even higher, with a resultant
hum, noise, and weak audio. The grid load is
also commonly high, often as much as 10M0, and
although there is not the strain on this com-
ponent due to current flow, under normal condi-
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tions, there is the possibility of damage if a valve
has developed a fault, or if soldering has been
clumsy. The dimensions of modern components,
plus the restriction of lead length when they are
mounted on printed circuit boards, gives rise to
this kind of fault.

Where the driver section of a common output
valve such as the PCL83 has a bias tapping of
the cathode resistor taken to a point on the
pentode bias resistor, as in Fig. 16, a faulty
decoupling capacitor will cause a quite alarming
howl due to the positive feedback.

Typical of this type of circuit is the Ferguson
306T. Remember, when replacing the resistors,
that the lower resistor has to take the common
current of both valve sections. An example of the
use of a small resistor which quickly suffers if a
valve develops a fault is. the 1200 cathode bias
for the pentode section of the PCL86 sound out-
put valve in the KBVV10 later models.

One disturbing factor that may be met in some
Philips, Stella and associated makes, is the
apparent absence of a cathode bias resistor! In
the Philips 19TG112U, a short-circuit in C107,
which is a 10p.F section of a triple electrolytic, will
cause overheating of the resistors at the top of
the i.f. panel, and the 3300 which feeds h.t. to
the sound output transformer may also be found
absent-or, more accurately, rolling about in the
bottom of the cabinet. This is the result of melt-
ing solder and the position of the resistor. This
also happens to the 3000, 1 watt resistor just
above the PCL83 in the Stella 1033A.

Common

EF80

1st sound
1r

EF8O

4.7M11\r

Volume

Line
output

A.G.C.

Fig. 17-Alba 988; volume control varies bias applied to
sound i.f amplifier grid. The negative bias voltage is
derived from the control grid of the line output valve.
Fixed a.g.c. is applied to the cathode of the common

if. amplifier.

The cathode bias circuit of the 17TG100U is
worthy of reproduction, and may be seen, with
the frills omitted, in Fig. 17. The peculiarity here
is that a fault in the volume control, which causes
it to go open -circuit puts a high positive voltage
on the grid of the PCL83. Applying the meter
again tends to reduce the fault condition, and the
first suspect is the 0.015AF coupling capacitor
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from the anode of the triode section. The valve
tends to glow red and the sound becomes first
strangled then practically non-existent A look at
the circuit shows that the biasing of the whole
sound channel is inter -dependent.

Another feature of this circuit is the derivation
of h.t. supply from various sources, and the odd
results when failure occurs in apparently unrelated
parts of the circuit. For example, the anode feed
of the driver section comes from the boosted h.t.
line, the anode of the pentode receives its voltage
from the main h.t. line while the i.f. valves get
their supply via a further 4712 resistor. In the
19TG and some Peto Scott models, the output
stage has a separate line and a fuse just above
the PCL83 affords protection. Tracing the circuit
with no reference means dodging from board to
board, following the h.t. trail.

The incorporation of " slow -warming " circuits,
etc., and the derivation of bias from, for example,
 the line output stage, can lead to complications.
Typical of this kind of circuitry is the Alba range,
especially the 766 and 988. A fault that puts
uncontrollable sound about one's ears when the
set is first switched on may well be a low emission
fine oscillator!

The volume control of the latter model is in a
remote control section, with a bias voltage from
the line output valve variably controlling the grid
bias of the second sound i.f. valve. A fault in the
line output stage removes this bias and allows
the sound i.f. valve to over -run.

The 766 has its volume control, bypassed with
a 50uF electrolytic, in the cathode of the second
sound i.f. amplifier, with the positive voltage
obtained from a potentiometer across the 180V
h.t. supply to this and the output stage. The first
i.f. stage in the sound channel has a separate
source of supply, common to the vision strip and
timebases.

A STABLE PULSE GENERATOR
-continued from page 446

to the valves, nor to d.c. connections-for example,
to the pulse amplitude control. Capacitors should
be of the non -inductive variety, of mica, ceramic or
silver -mica as indicated by the capacitance value.

When carefully constructed the instrument has
the following performance.

Input triggering signal 50mV, minimum wave-
form unimportant; frequency up to 15kc/s for
longer pulses to 150kc/s for shorter pulses. For
frequencies below 200c/s the shortest pulses are
barely visible on a normal oscilloscope, since the
rise -time is so short.

Pulse width - from 50nS to 2&S.
Pulse rise -time - less than 12nS.
Pulse fall -time - less than 20nS.
Pulse amplitude - about 8V max. into 7511 cable,

a little higher into 10011 cable.
Output polarity - positive or negative.
Pulse delay related to triggering pulse output:-

in steps of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0uS.
Sync pulse: -12V max. positive polarity, into

10k; rise and fall times less than liAS (normally
about 0.6u.S1.

Pulse width, rise -time and fall -time are unaffec-
ted by variation of mains voltage, but the maximum

Another common Alba model, the 655, has the
500k volume control as grid load for the triode
section of the PCL83. The cathode conditions are
as we saw in Fig. 16. As this volume control is
the plastic spindle and knob type, held together
by a spring clip, some intermittent hum troubles
can occur at this point. Intermittent increase in
the residual hum may be caused by a leak develop-
ing in the 47pF correction capacitor from anode
to grid of the pentode section of the PCL83.

This article began with the observation: "What
is there to say about the sound channel?" The
foregoing notes far from completely exhaust the
subject. We have had no space to discuss the
curious circuits whereby the constant current
characteristics of a pentode output stage are put
to use in controlling other functions, such as focus,
not to mention the "obvious" sound faults of hum
caused by electrolytic failure. The latter fault, on
a television receiver, is usually accompanied by
vision defects, as, for example, when the HI
resistor across the frame coils of the HMV 1910
goes open -circuit, or when the common electrolytic
of the Decca DM45 develops an inter -section leak.
But these faults will be self-evident.

Let us conclude with one remotely caused fault
that can be tricky at first. A whistle super -imposed
on the sound, much as harmonics of the line
radiation of a television receiver beat with the
200 kc s Light Programme of a radio signal. This
is the clue, and on one receiver, the Murphy 430,
this has haonened at times because the anode
decoupling of the U191 has gone open -circuit.
This is a 0.01uF, 450V working canacitor. In
other circuits, a 1,000pF may be found decoupling
the take -off line that supplies the h.t. for the
sound section of the receiver, and this should be
suspected if line breakthrough is diagnosed.

PART 4 WILL APPEAR NEXT MONTH

output pulse amplitude is affected slightly.
A few practical points about construction are

worth noting. The valve type EA50 is specified as
limiter and pulse amplitude control, and it was
found much better in the prototype than the type
EB91. Owing to the fact that the inductance of a
delay -line per unit length falls off towards the ends,
the 50nS position on the anode delay -line may not
be found to be very accurately located. It may be
better to label this position " 40nS " rather than
" 50nS ".

The potentiometer affording amplitude control
(15kO) should be selected to have as nearly true a
zero as possible, otherwise it may not be possible
to reduce pulse amplitude to zero. Care should be
taken in this part of the circuit to minimise stray
capacitances, otherwise pulses may still appear at
the output even if the control potentiometer zero
is above reproach.

The inductance of wiring should be reduced to
the minimum by using the shortest possible leads.
This avoids stray couplings, which can be a
nuisance in any v.h.f. circuit, but is absolutely
necessary if "ringing" on fast leading edges is to
be avoided. Grid stoppers are of very little help and
have not been included as they tend to degrade the

of the pulses a little, as might be
expected.



THE camera to be described is complete in
itself and does not require a pulse generator
or other similar equipment. The vision output

is positive composite at about one-thir' of a volt
peak -to -peak, the only extra equipment needed
being a TV monitor which will take a vision line
feed.

Only a short length of coaxial cable can be used
between the camera and monitor; however, a
combined aperture correction amplifier and 1V
vision distribution amplifier can be used for longer
cable runs up to 1,000ft. Aperture correction is a
refinement to the video bandwidth response to
correct for the vidicon electron beam diameter at
the tube target and involves a boost at frequencies
around 2Mc/s and above, giving crisper pictures.

For ease of description the camera will be
divided into three sections: power supply and tube
requirements. video amplifier and timebases.

The Power Supply
Power requirements for the camera unit are as

follows:
+300V at about 8mA
- 100V 1 mA
- 25V 1:0mA
- 6.2V , 2OmA

6.3V a.c. at 0.'6A (vidicon heater).
All the above supplies are obtained from one

transformer Tl (see Fig. 1). One tapped winding
is used to supply the two low -current, high -voltage
rails from the half -wave rectifiers MR1 and MR2.
Note that since capacitive smoothing is used the
transformer a.c. voltages are 100V r.m.s. and 230V
r.m.s. only for the -100V and +300V ratio
respectively.

The -25V supply also uses half -wave rectifica-
tion by MR3, again the a.c. output is 35V r.m.s.,
although nearly 50V d.c. are across C5, the 500AF
smoothing capacitor. R3 drops this voltage to 25V
required by the timebases. C6 is a 2,000pF
capacitor and provides the very low power supply
impedance necessary to drive the scanning circuits.

The -6.2V for the video amplifier is obtained

leAlereareleole.1.11reereerieoleoleoeweereeolleoN

from a Zener diode MR4, which provides a
stabilised voltage similar to a neon stabiliser.

Vidicon Tube Supplies

The vidicon camera tube requires the following
voltages:

The anode runs with +300V which is obtained
via an RC smoothing network; current taken is
only in the order of tens of microamps.

The supply to the wall anode is made variable
from about +40 to +300 by VR3 and focuses the
electron beam on to the target. This focus voltage
depends on the magnetic focus field from the focus
coil. The greater the magnetic field the higher the
focus voltage for correct focus and also, inciden-
tally, the more scan power required to scan the
target mosaic.

Resistors:
THE CI

RI 10142 RI6 Ik12 R32 47011
R2 68k1 RI7 10011 R33 10012
R3 500 SW RI8 15k12 R34 Ika
R4 lk zW R19 270k12 R35 3.9k11
R5 100kil R20 Ik52 R36 IOW
R6 100k12 R21 470 R37 180k12
R7 1001(12 R22 1k12 R38
R8 15k12 R23 !Oka R39 8.2ki2
R9 68k12 R24 4.7k1 R40 1001(0

RIO 100k12 R25 270k SI R4I 2700 IW
R11 39k11 R26

R27
1k12
1000

R42
R43

10ki2
8.2k1/

R12 270k1Z
1001cO

R28
R29

10ki2
2.7k51

R44
R45

3.9k52RI3

[Oka
RI4 10k12 R30 271(11 R46 18011 IW
RIS 270k12 R3I 271(11 R47 3952kW
All kW except where otherwise stated

Potentiometers:
VRI Ikn carbon, miniature pre-set
VR2 100k12 oW carbon, linear
VR3 100k0 kW carbon, linear
VR4 100k12 kW carbon, linear
VR5 50012 carbon, miniature pre-set
VR6 soon carbon, miniature pre-set
VR7 50012 carbon, miniature pre-set
VR8 50011 carbon, miniature pre-set

Inductors:
LI High impedance focus coil for vidicon
L2, 3 Low impedance deflection coils for vidicon

(F.S.T. Electronic Consultants Ltd.)
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The vidicon is scanned orthogonally, i.e. the

electron beam always lands on the target perpen-
dicularly to the plane of the target. This
orthogonal scanning is achieved by putting a focus
coil over the scan coils.

The cathode is normally earthed but in this
circuit is fed with positive frame blanking pulses to
cut off the beam during the frame flyback period.

The grid is variable from 0-100V and VR2 is
used to increase or decrease the beam current of
the vidicon. Negative line blanking pulses are also
coupled to the grid and suppress the beam current
during line flyback. The frame and line suppres-
sion of the vidicon beam during flyback periods is
most important, otherwise whole or partial
discharge of the target visual image might occur
during the beam flyback.

The beam current of the tube is always set as

low as possible while still completely discharging
the picture white highlights (picture whites on the
target require the most electrons to discharge
them). The greater the beam density the poorer
the focus, thus giving poorer definition.

The target or mosaic is variable (via VR4) from
0 to +75V; the supply itself is stabilised by a neon
V2. A two -stage RC smoothing network is used
to completely decouple the target itself from any
stray voltage variations. This precaution is neces-
sary because any fluctuating voltage at the target
will be amplified together with the video signal,
in the video amplifier, and be seen on the picture.

R11 is the target load and is coupled to the video
amplifier via C12.

Video Amplifier

The tube output is a current source output, hence
the output voltage depends on the load impedance.
The load impedance is made up of R11, R14 and
Trl input impedance, all in parallel. This
impedance will be about 51t12. A typical tube
output current on peak whites is 0.1pA, so that
the vidicon output voltage will be approximately
0.5mV. The white output voltage will be negative
with respect to the picture black, i.e. a negative
video output. This will require an odd number of
phase reversals of the video to provide the standard
positive video output.

DMPLETE CAMERA COMPONENTS LIST

I

Capacitors:
CI 8µIF electrolytic 450V
C2 8µF electrolytic 450V
C3 16/LF electrolytic 250V
C4 0.IµF polyester 150V
C5 500gF electrolytic 50V
C6 2,000/LF electrolytic 25V
C7 5,000µF electrolytic 6V
C8 0.IµF polyester 400V
C9 0.1µF polyester 400V
C 1 0 0. I µF polyester 400V
CII 0.lpf polyester 150V
C12 0.IµF polyester 150V
CI3 6µF electrolytic IOV
C14 6p.F electrolytic IOV
C15 ,000pF disc ceramic
C16 6µF electrolytic 10V
CI7 ,000pF disc ceramic
C18 6µF electrolytic 10V
C19 ,000pF disc ceramic
C20 6µF electrolytic 10V
C2I 0.8tif electrolytic 25V
C22 0.1pf polyester 150V
C23 16µF electrolytic 10V
C24 16µF electrolytic 60V
C25 125µF electrolytic 25V
C26 16µF electrolytic 60V
C27 ,000µF electrolytic 15V
C28 0.0IµF disc ceramic
C29 3,000pF disc ceramic
C30 0.114F polyester 150V
C3I 64µ,F electrolytic 40V
C32 64µF electrolytic 40V
C33 16µF electrolytic IOV

Transformers:
TI Mains transformer. Tapped primary.

Secondaries: 0-100-230V 10mA; 0-35V
200mA; 6.3V 0.6A. (F.S.T. Electronic
Consultants Ltd.)

T2 Line blocking oscillator transformer
(Radiospares L.B.51)

T3 Frame blocking oscillator transformer
(Radiospares F.B.5)

Diodes:
MRI Silicon 250V 500mA (Radiospares RECSI)
MR2 Silicon 250V 500mA (Radiospares RECSI)
MR3 Silicon 200V 500mA (Lucas DD003)
MR4 Zener (G.E.C. SX62)
MR5 Germanium (Mullard 0A86)
MR6 Silicon 50V 500mA (Lucas DD000)

Transistors:
Trl
Tr2
Tr3
Tr4
Tr5
Tr6
Tr7
Tr8
Tr9

0C171 (Mullard)
OC171 (Mullard)I lard)
0C171 (Mullard)
0C45 (Mullard)
OCI71 (Mullard)
0C45 (Mullard)
DT I 520 (Lucas)
0C45 (Mullard)
DT1520 (Lucas)

Valves:
VI lin. vidicon, second grade (F.S.T. Elec

tronic Consultants Ltd.)
V2 Miniature neon (Radiospares)
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A.C.

Mains
Input

Fig. I-Circuit of the camera power supplies.

A three -stage amplifier was chosen (comprising
of Trl, Tr2 and Tr3), giving a total gain of about
50c113 or 400 times voltage gain and is shown in
Fig. 2. The three-phase reversals at each stage will
provide the normal positive video waveform at the
output.

The vision part of the composite output will
only be approximately 0.2V, which is a little short
of the normal 0.7V of a 1V composite signal. It
was decided that the output would be sufficient
for most needs; further amplification would require
two extra stages in order to keep the phase correct.

The three stages are all very similar in design
and examination of Trl circuit will suffice. Simple

R15
270k0

10

C12 C14
16pF

R14
10k11

1000pF

VJA

110R16:1

R18 1W).

Rt9
270k11

Tr1 Tr2
0C171 0C171

R17 C17
10011 1000,F

C18
16pF

VR1
1kft

d.c. stabilisation is provided by R15 coupled
between base and collector. High -frequency boost
is provided by the emitter resistor R17 and capaci-
tor C15. This form of compensation is used on all
stages and provides both aperture correction and
equalisation for the capacitive loading on the tube
output load. Trl stage is decoupled from the 6.2V
power rail by R18 and C13; this is to ensure ampli-
fier stability and provides a very low voltage for
the first stage to minimise noise generation in this
transistor.

Tr4 has negative frame sync pulses coupled into
its base and in turn is coupled to the emitter of

R27
icon

Fig. 1-The video amplifier circuit.

C33 16pFd I
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0A86 Frame
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27k.fl

Line sync

-6.2V

Video
output
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Tr3. The frame sync pulse switches off Tr3
during the sync period, VR1 varies the bias on Tr3
and this varies the standing current through Tr3.

Negative line sync pulses are resistively mixed
at Tr3 collector and combined with the signal
current from Tr3 to form the composite video
signal current from Tr3 to form the composite
video signal. The sync pulse amplitude can be
varied by adjusting the setting of VRI which
and this varies the standing current through Tr3.

MR5 couples the output from Tr3 collector load
to R28, the sync bottoms are clipped level and to
the correct amplitude controllable by VR1. After
mixing and clipping the video is then coupled by
C20 to the base of the output emitter follower
Tr5 which provides a low output driving impe-
dance. This output can then be coupled through
a short length of coaxial cable, left unterminated,
to the video monitor.

Tit* heater R364
63v
AG

PPa
hold

R34

3.9kil

10ka T3

Grid c,

Tr6
0C45

C21Tepr

RV
kg).

Anode C 4
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113

Frame blanking to Vicricon cathode

r7
DT 1520

0 kn

VR6

R41

25
1259F

oU8F"

If-°3
Height.

27
10Co0p r

C26
16.FF

efficiency diode of the normal TV line scan circuit.
The line deflection pulses from C31 are used

as beam blanking pulses on the vidicon tube grid,
to blank out the line flyback. They are also used
as line sync pulses, which are mixed in the video
amplifier.

The frame scan circuit is very similar to the
line circuit. Tr6 is a p -n -p transistor. The trans-
former T3 provides feedback and the circuit
oscillates at 50c/s, the frequency being adjusted
within fine limits by VR5 the frame hold control.

This oscillator is locked to the 50c/s mains
frequency, the 6.3V vidicon heater supply being
used for this purpose. The oscillator need not
necessarily be locked to the 50c/s supply, but
if a 50c/s mains video monitor is used for viewing,
any mains ripple present on its scan or vision
circuits would be seen as wriggles rolling through
the picture. When the timebases are locked to

Frame sync. to r3:4914.
Video amp.

T2 BTU*
R

o

12
Scan
coils

=C29
00031IF

Been

Tr8
0C45

eineeity

R43
500

Ine
old

eyellow

R42
10

C30
001 F

Fig. 3-The timebases and sync stages of the circuit.

Timebases and Sync Pulse Generation
There are two independent circuits, one for

frame scan and pulses and the other for line scan
and pulses. The circuit diagram appears in Fig. 3.

In the line timebase circuit Tr8 is a p -n -p
blocking oscillator, the transformer T2 provides
the feedback. The line speed is controlled by
the variable voltage as set by the line speed control
potentiometer VR8. The circuit is free running
and is set to approximately 10kc/s. This type of
free running oscillator gives a sequential or
random interlace pulse generating system. The
interlace generation of sync pulses requires the
line and frame sync pulses to be tied together
numerically by a divider chain.

Tr8 collector output is coupled to Tr9 base
via C30; Tr9 is the n -p -n power output transistor
which produces the line scan. The output of Tr9
collector is coupled to the scan coils via C31,
this prevents d.c. current through the coils which
would otherwise produce a shift of the scan area,
probably right off the target.

The diode MR6, which is connected across the
deflection coils, improves the scan efficiency, and
can be considered the equivalent of the boost or

D0000

R47
39n

o

L3
Linescn
coils

2ande0Video amp

tube grid

50c/s any distortion is fixed with respect to the
picture and can be tolerated.

Tr6 collector is coupled to the scan output
stage Tr7 which is an n -p -n transistor. Note that
the emitter of the n -p -n stage is always more
negative than the collector, which is the opposite
of p -n -p transistor operation. Tr7 output is
coupled to the scan coils via the height control
VR6, and C27 which again is used to isolate the
scan coils d.c. wise.

Frame sync pulses are obtained from Tr7
collector via C28 and R29. C28 is coupled to
VT4 base in the video amplifier. The frame sync
pulses are only about two lines wide, i.e. 200
micro -seconds, and the line sync pulses are missing
during this frame sync period. The television
monitor line synchronising is not unduly affected,
since only two line pulses at the most will be
missing.

Coil Assembly

The most important part of the camera is the
coil assembly, and poor camera results can often
be attributed to badly designed coils and assembly.

The assembly is in two parts: the deflection co:I
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Lens mount Paxolin stamping washer held by 3-6BA screws.
4-4BA front disc spacer pillars

Paxolin spacer

4-2P4 clamping
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mount disc screen ctso
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Fig. 4 (above)-A cross-
section of the coil assembly.

Fig. .5a (right) ---The rear
Paxolin washer.

Fig. 5b (below)-Details of
the tube support disc.
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ear disc clamps
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yoke, and the tube mount and
focus coil. Fig. 4 shows a cross-
section of the whole assembly.
Note that the vidicon tube is
supported only at the mosaic
take -off ring at the front of the
tube; this ensures a flat optical
surface to the lens. The deflec-
tion coil yoke is a slide fit on the
tube neck, which is its only
support.

The camera tube is clamped
onto the support disc by two
paxolin washers, held by three
6BA screws to the disc (see
Fig. 5). The video is taken from
the target ring by a phosphor -
bronze spring pick-up. C4, R11
and R12 are also accommodated
on the front support disc, using
stand-off insulators.

The target of the tube has to
be well screened from electrical
pick-up and stray light. This is
arranged by having another disc
the same diameter as the support
disc spaced away from the

support disc by four pillars. This front disc also
takes the lens mount and the spacing is adjusted to
allow correct optical focusing of the lens onto
the camera tube. An aluminium band, similar to
a large capacitor clamp, is fitted round the two
screen discs to provide complete screening, elec-
trically and optically, except for the lens mount
hole.

A third disc, also with a hole in the middle,
and the same diameter as the other disc, is used
to clamp the focus coil between it and the middle
support disc. The hole in this disc must be large
enough to allow the deflection coil yoke tube to
protrude. The rear disc is clamped onto the focus
coil, using four 2BA pillars between the middle
and rear discs. There is a slight amount of room
for sideways movement of the focus coil in the
mount, and normally this should be mounted
concentrically with the vidicon, but the sideways
movement can provide a small amount of scan
shift if necessary.

The focus coil is a standard high imneelance
vidicon focus coil which needs about 25mA of
focussing current. Impedance of the coil is
approximately 1 kilohm d.c. measurement.

Mumetal Screen
A mumetal shield or screen wrapped round the

focus coil is highly desirable, to provide magnetic
screening for the deflection assembly.

The deflection coils used are standard low
impedance one -inch vidicon deflection coils and
can be obtained from several manufacturers.

The coil assembly is the major mechanics of
the camera and the electronics can be conveniently
built around it. Exact mechanical details have
not been given, since individual constructors will
have their own ideas and methods of construc-
tion.
MORE CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS WILL BE GIVEN

IN NEXT MONTH'S ARTICLE
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Unwanted Reflections
OST of us from time to time come up

against the trouble of ghosting on our TV
sets. Nowadays the London area, with

many tall buildings going up, is becoming pro-
gressively over populated with " ghosts ".

Band I is the chief offender in this respect.
The aerials for this band are cumbersome and
do not lend themselves easily to additional ele-
ments being fitted to increase the front -to -back
ratio.

The usual method of approach to this problem
is to " swing the aerial ' , that is to rotate the
aerial assembly round its axis. The snag here is
that any movement out of the direct path of the
transmitter causes a loss of signal strength of the
wanted signal, and the best position is only a
compromise between a weaker signal and a weaker
ghost-a very unsatisfactory state of affairs.

Another approach to this problem has been
made by the writer, and the results were really
startling.

For this method, a mobile aerial is a must to
achieve satisfactory results, also an assistant is
essential to watch :esults on a TV set.

The first move is to get an idea from which
direction the reflection is coming. This can be
done by swinging the aerial round its axis and
observing the maximum signal strength of the
ghost.

When this has been established, the aerial
should be moved bodily along this path i.e.
either nearer or farther from the offending reflec-
tion. Phase differences will then become apparent.
At one point a black ghost will be observed, and
by moving the aerial a half wavelength in either
direction, the ghost will change to white. By
careful placing of the aerial the shading of the
ghost can be adjusted until it is more or less
concealed by the overall brightness of the
receiver.

There is no aerial on the market at the moment
which allows a final adjustment of this nature to
be carried out easily, but with a little ingenuity
it can be performed by making liberal use of
universal clamping brackets and lin. tubing. With
these items a universal joint can be arranged.

ELIMINATING GHOSTS
BY E. SHIELLS

Reflector Universal
clamp

Fig. I-The simple construction of an aerial
recommended by the author of this article.

The illustration (Fig. 1) will help to give ideas
for the construction of such an aerial.

Troubles like ragging and line tearing caused by
close images are often minimised to a very agree-
able extent.

A lot of patience is required especially if the
aerial is in an awkward position. Initial tests
should be carried out in the most convenient
position available, in order to make the final
erection easier.

Phasing will not be changed by moving the
aerial in the vertical plane, thus by testing imme-
diately underneath the proposed position an
approximation of the relative setting can be
arrived at, without the need to perform repeated
experiments at a height above ground.

Sound -only Receiver
-continued from page 441

the tuner i.f. and the transformers in the sound
i.f. channel also for maximum sound consistent
with minimum vision buzz.

When the receiver is to be used for conveying a
sound signal to a hi-fi amplifier or tape recorder it
usually pays to connect the metal chassis to a good
earth point (note that this is why adequate mains
isolation is required. Never be tempted to earth
any equipment which is connected direct to the
mains supply). Hum can be considerably reduced
by this means.

The ordinary volume control will control the
volume of sound from the loudspeaker but will

not affect the cathode -follower output signal. The
level of the latter is independently adjustable by
the " set level " preset, shown in the circuit of
Fig. 4.

The freedom from frame buzz and line whistle
is remarkable on a sound -only receiver as described
and the real high quality of the television sound
system can be fully exploited through a good
quality amplifier.

For receiving the sound of BBC -2, of course, a
u.h.f. tuner will be needed instead of the v.h.f.
tuner. An f.m. detector will also be needed instead
of the a.m. detector, and to facilitate changing from
one system to the other some sort of switching is
desirable. Suggestions along these lines will be
given at a later date in these pages.
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No. 103: G.E.C. BT2155 and BT8149

VICING
EVISION
IVERS

By L. Lawry -Johns

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 418 OF THE JUNE ISSUE

WITH the fault symptoms of no picture but
normal sound, turn the brilliance control
up and if there is no raster listen for the

line timebase whistle. If this is smooth and even
it is likely that e.h.t. is being applied to the U47
e.h.t. rectifier but that the heater of this valve is
open circuited.

If there is no heater glow but there is a high
pulse voltage to the anode it is reasonable to assume
this is the case and a new U47 (or U25) may be

R71
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o22§ka
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10k.O.
.11

Horiz. hold
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18
kri
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100
kfl
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R80
100(1

R81

121(11.

107V

fitted. Quite often this valve may be seen glowing
blue and again it should be replaced.

Sometimes the line whistle may be absent or
faint'and the N308 may itself have a purple glow
indic4ting that this valve is in need of replacement.

If gowever all is well in the line output stage
and e.h.t. is present at the c.r.t. anode, voltage
checks should be made at the c.r.t. base socket.

The voltage read at pin 10 will depend to a large
extent upon the sensitivity of the meter employed
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Fig. 4a-The line timebase section of the circuit.
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as there is a 2.2M11 (R83) series resistor. A good
quality meter should record about 400V.

If there is no voltage at this point at all check
C120 0.5,uF which does tend to short. A replace-
ment should be rated at 500V or more and a 0.11AF
1,000V can be used if desired.

The -voltage at pin 11 should be about 150V and
that at. pin 2 should vary from 0-170V as the
brilliance is operated. Failure to record this voltage
should direct attention to the brilliance control
itself C96 (0.14F and R87 (27k11).

Check the position of the ion trap magnet on the
tube neck. If this is firmly in position and has not
been altered there is no need to alter its position,
as this may result in confusion when the real fault
has been located and remedied.

Line Ho'd

If the line hold is at the end of its travel check
V13 (Z329) and R75 (330k11). Disconnect or connect
(as required) R70 which is a 100kU available to be
shunted across R73 18k11.

Frame Hold

If the control is at the end of its travel check V17
B729 and R104 220k11. If the control is not at the
end of its travel but the locking pulses are too
weak to hold a reliable picture check C105 0-005/LF,
C104 0.01pF, V7 (D77), C103 0.01,uF and R95
68k11.

HT.+
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100kfl
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Fig. 4b-The frame timet (Ise.

If the line sync is also weak check R95, C100
0.5,14F, R50 and R53, particularly if contrast is
lacking. MR2 (GEX35) the video detector should
also be checked if the sync is weak and contrast
poor.

Lack of Height

If the loss is even top and bottom, check R105
which is a VA1008 thermistor.

Bottom compression should direct attention to
V18 (N369), R114 39011 and C116 100IAF. If the
fault persists check C115 0.04!kF and if the bottom
is folded check C114 0.1/AF and R114 for conse-
quent damage.

White Horizontal Line

Check V17 and V18. the voltage at pin 7 of V18
(nearly 200V) and if there is no voltage zt this pin,
the continuity of T4 primary. If these points are in
order check V17 pin 6 voltage which should be
about 44V. If absent check the height control
(R101 11W.2), R105 and C108.

Weak Picture

If advancing
the picture to

Frame
scan coils

ChB
004}IF

R119
501c11
Vert
form

pre-set)

3

R120
500k11

Vert.form

R114
390f1

the contrast or brilliance causes
turn negative or the highlights to

assume a silken effect without
the picture actually brightening
it can reasonably be assumed
that the tube is losing emission
and is in need of replacement.

If however the brilliance con-
, trol can be advanced to show a

bright clean well focused raster
but the contrast is fully advan-
cing without producing the re-
quired tonal values, it can
usually be assumed that the tube
is in order.

In this event the vision i.f.
valves, MR2 detector and -asso-
ciated chokes and the video
amplifier (V6) and resistors R50,
R53. etc., should be checked.
This assumes the picture
although weak is reasonably free
of grain. If the picture is grainy
or noisy, however, check the
aerial input and VI (B319; V2
(LZ329) if necessary.

R121,
68
kn.

Distorted Sound

If the sound is weak and dis-
torted, particularly on a strong
signal, check R34 10m0 which
may have "gone high" and
MR1 (GEX34). Check V11.
(DH77) and R44 '.20k0 if neces-.
sary and note whether V12
(N369) is overheated. If it is
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R65
C95 R

77 74

Metal rectifier

Fig. 5-Looking at the front of the chassis with the tube removed.

running into grid current check C68 0.005/iF and
the valve (V12) itself.

Reduced Volume and Vision Buzz

If this is not due to incorrect tuning (fine tuner
should be about midway for maximum volume if
the oscillator core is set correctly) and the i.f.
alignment has not been disturbed, check C85 and
C86 (16 + 32/iF).

No Sound Signals

Check V11 by replacement and then V10, C84
and C50, MR1 etc., if there is a slight hum in the
loudspeaker. If there is no hum at all check V12
and the voltages to pins 7 and 9. If both are absent
check R67. If this is burned out check C86 and
V12 for shorts.

If there is about 180V at pin 9 or more but none
at pin 7 check T1 primary for continuity, also C88
for shorts. If C88 has shorted R69 and R65 will
probably be found to be damaged.

Sound on Vision

If the oscillator coil cores are properly aligned
maximum sound should occur at approximately the
mid -point of the fine tuner's travel, without distur-
bance of the picture. It often happens, however,
that pronounced interference of the pictures occurs
on loud sound passages. This is often due to mis-
alignment of C67 and to an extent C65. These are
the Beehive " type rotary capacitors on the left
side of the i.f. plate. Correct alignment of these
trimmers is absolutely essential and is best done
(in the absence of a signal generator) on the
constant tuning note, where traces of sound -on -
vision are seen as a constant rippling of the picture.

C65 should he tuned (with the insulated sleeve
or trimming tool) for maximum sound and C67
for minimum interference with the picture. Slight
adjustment of C65 is permissible to clear any
remaining traces provided the sound signal is not
seriously attenuated by such adjustment. L17 should
not be disturbed.
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafa-rel

THE DX/TV season for Sporadic E reception
seems at last to be under way, and reception
should now be in full swing once again.

Already, here, good reception has been obtained
from Poland (Bydgoszcz Ch OIRT 1) and on the
same channel from Ostrava and the USSR. But
the " star " performer has been FlOrby (Sweden E2)
which this year has been better than ever.

Madrid on E2 has also been good, and other
renders report RAI Italy, from Monte Nerone Ia,
and Monte Penice Ib, although so far these have
not been received here. This only goes to show
that if your DX pal in another part of the country
telephones to say such -and -such a station is
" roaring " in, and you get just nothing, it is no
good being disheartened. It is just " patchy " con-
ditions, and your turn will come!

Mystery Test Cards
I am receiving a number of reports of

" Mystery " test cards, and I have seen some
myself. This always happens after the winter lull;
stations are found to have altered their test cards
in some cases, and m other instances we find that
we have a new country.

I would like to ask already established DX-ers,
that if they see any "new" cards, please write to me
via PRACTICAL TELEVISION with details, so that we
can try and sort them out! An example of what I
have in mind is the Test Card of the Telefis Eireann
type reported on Ch. E3, and not emanating from
the Gort transmitter in Eire, via the CCIR trans-
mitter. Does anyone know anything about this one?

We can help each other a good deal in this way.
Last month we mentioned reception by Mr. Mac-
Namara in Dublin of a " mystery " Union Jack
motif on his local signal. Mr. J. W. Graves of
Liverpool suggests that it is the closing caption
used by ITA Preceli on the adjacent 7,8 channel.
Mr. Graves who can view Preceli knows this is
used and his explanation fits the case.

Band 11 DX
This month I want to mention something that I

hope may be of special interest to our more
experienced DX/TV readers. I refer to the possi-
bilities of DX/TV reception in Band II, since the
USSR and Italy use this band on channels OIRT
3, 4 and 5, and Ic.

1.).ind II, from time to time, under exceptional
reception conditions, affords Sporadic E reception
for TV signals, and I have heard f.m. sound signals
from Italy in Band II, but more important is that
other amateurs have picked up TV images from
both USSR and Italy in this band.

I have not, as yet, had any TV on Band II, but I
felt that one should get organised, and this is what
has been done here: I managed to acquire a
Russian made turret tuner which filtered its way
westward via Czechoslovakia! It is curious to
note that its design is exactly the same as a well-
known British make-which came first, the chicken
or the egg?

This tuner, with biscuits for all USSR channels,
including those in Band II, has a low impedance
output which has been linked to the vision strip of
a Bush TV62 receiver via a switch, and now a 3 -
element aerial array and preamplifier have been
installed. We only wait for good conditions.

The interesting point is that on changing the
Russian biscuits for standard British ones the set
continued to work well on British channels. This
gives food for thought, for all we need to do if we
have a British turret and want to try for Band II
TV is to rewind the biscuit coils. This is relatively
elementary except for assessing the number of
turns on each coil, and though we can do it experi-
mentally by reference to the f.m. band, if any
reader would like to know the exact answer I will
be pleased to " fillet " the USSR tuner for details.
I 1 npe I do not end up in the Siberian Salt Mines
for infringement of Russian patents!

It may well be that for Band II results we may
not have to rely on Sporadic E propagation alone.
It would seem from my own Italian f.m. sound
reception that this arrived via the Troposphere, as
it did not have the usual Sporadic E flutter.

General Note -
For the beginners, now that the season is under-

way, may I again suggest that they either leave their
receivers running on, say, E2 or R1 channel or
carefully note any traces of patterned interference
on BBC domestic viewing channels.

Just a word about DX reception and logs. It is
a distinct advantage to keep an accurate log of
reception, noting in particular details of test cards
and times; this is useful on a future occasion for
checking if a certain station is on the air.

Some of our ex-SWL types may feel that they
have only to rush a letter off to receive confirmation
of their DX reception from the station of origin but

-continued on page 411
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 416 OF THE JUNE ISSUE

CHANGING
ML

PART 4: MURPHY MODELS

ris I IIS month we deal with Murphy Receivers.
1 Three main basic chassis arrangements have

been produced in the period under review,
and these have been incorporated in a number of
different cabinet stylings.

To find the instructions applicable to your own
set, look up its model number (stamped on the
cabinet back) in the index, and read the detailed
instructions in the text for the basic chassis
removal and tube replacement given in adjacent
columns. together with the numbered notes also
applicable.

The provisional instructions for the V849 can
also be used in conjunction with the current 1963
Bush range, which employs a similar chassis.

V350 Chassis Removal

Switch to " BBC " and " off ", remove two side
knobs by unscrewing grubscrews accessible via
back of cabinet. Lay face down, on a platform just
smaller than the safety glass (e.g. book), remove
two back chassis fixing screws, and ease off cabinet,
pressing down on the brightness and contrast knob

1E
By H. Peters

)

Dr)

to assist. To assist refitting, French Chalk around
the rubber mask.

V350 Tube Removal

Remove base connector, e.h.t. cap, and ion trap
magnet. Stand face down, remove the four screws
holding tube clamp to side supports and lift chassis
off tube. Remove old tube from mask and fit new
one with mould line registering to line indicated
on mask. Reassemble in reverse order adjusting ion
trap magnet for maximum brightness.

V4I0 Chassis Removal

Unplug and lay set face down on a soft cloth.
Remove two fixing bolts at back and lift cabinet off
chassis.

V4I0 Tube Removal

With set face down, disconnect e.h.t. and tube
base connectors. Remove the two 4BA nuts and two
hexagon headed screws at the corners of the
moulded frame, and lift tube and chassis off mask.

Rest the tube face on a soft sur-
face, slacken the clamping ring,

Mains
voltage
selector

Picture tilt
disc

Tilt disc
locking
screw

ilt disc locking screw

Fig. I-A rear view of the Murphy V410 receiver showing the layout of the
major components.

and lift the chassis off the c.r.t.
Clean and replace in reverse
order.

If corner shadowing is preva-
lent, rotate c.r.t. to its other posi-
tion 180° away. The earthing
spring must also be moved.

V410C Chassis Removal

Remove the chassis fixing bolts
at rear of set, and withdraw
chassis from front of cabinet,
taking care not to drop the run-
ners on the cabinet front.

V480 Chassis Removal

Remove trim from the Cabinet
front, and lay set face down on a
soft platform smaller than the
safety glass, so that the glass
takes the entire weight of the
chassis. Remove the two chassis
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screws at the back of the cabinet
and ease the cabinet off.

When refitting the trim, slide
on the top edge after the corners
and other edges are engaged. An
application of French Chalk on
the rubber mask may help.

Loudspeaker
leads

V480 Tube Replacemen. sockets

Unplug e.h.t. and base connec-
tors, take out safety glass, loosen
the clamp screws and ease old
tube out of the mask from the
front. Ease new tube in similarly.

....Check that lin. space exists
between tube face and safety
glass. Replace safety glass.

Fig. 2-A V659 series receiver viewej
from the rear.

Chassis
fixing
=few

Chassis fixing screws.

Back cabinet fixings

Fig. 3-The "Astral" receiver with remote control unit
showing the route of the microphone cable, taken to

avoid instability.

When chassis is in cabinet, the front of the tube
can be centralised by two mushroom shaped
supports on the bottom of the cabinet, which can
be adjusted from beneath to raise or lower each side
of the tube as required.

V470 Tube Replacement

Lay chassis face down. Remove four screws hold-
ing the moulded frame to the front supports. Lift
chassis and tube off mask assembly. Disconnect
e.h.t. and base connectors. Loosen the four tube
shackles from the clamping ring corners, slacken
clamping ring and remove tube.

Check before refitting that the six plastic cushions
are on the clamping ring. Lower the chassis on to
the tube ensuring that the support arms are }in.
above the bench. (A 4BA nut under each will give
the right spacing). Clamp up the tube and tighten
the shackles before replacing in reverse order.

V530C Chassis Removal

Unplug, remove card back, remove two chassis
fixing screws, and withdraw chassis backwards out
of cabinet, keeping it straight.

V530C Tube Removal

Leave c.r.t. front assembly on main chassis.
Remove e.h.t. and base connectors, loosen the tube
clamp and withdraw the old c.r.t. Ease the new
tube in position, checking that the face of the tube
is 2 -in. in front of the two side supports.

V659 Chassis Removal

Remove cabinet back. Unplug loudspeaker.
Remove the four chassis bolts and withdraw the
chassis from the cabinet.

Chassis
fixing
screw
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WARNING ! !

When removing and refitting the cabinet back,
care must be taken not to tilt it greatly from the
vertical, as there is a danger that the dome which
fits over the tube neck will press upon it, and
implode the tube. The risk is greater on the 600
series, with the fixing screws at the bottom of the
cabinet, than on the 700 range.

V659 Tube Replacement

Remove e.h.t. and base connectors, slacken
clamping screw on scan coils, and slide scan coils
off tube neck. Slacken tube clamping ring screws,
and withdraw tube forward. Fit new tube and
position it so that the front edge of the cushion
inside the clamp coincides with the front mould

mark on the tube. Loosen the four screws holding
the clamping ring to the chassis member, and
tighten the two clamping rings so that the gaps are
equal at either side.

Tighten the four screws holding the clamping
ring to chassis. Refit the scan coils and tube con-
nectors, and return set to cabinet. If a gap appears
between the tube and the mask, move it forward
by slackening the four screws holding the clamping
ring.

If a 6.3V tube is fitted, the resistor R14 at the
right hand end of the mains dropper must be in
circuit. If a 12.6V tube is used, this resistor should
be shorted out.

On receivers with a linearity sleeve fitted behind
the scancoils, this should be refitted with the peg
of the adjusting ring lined up with the gap on the

Miner

control
panel
fixing
screws

405/625
Switch cable

Tuner
poPlwer-

ug
panel

rd

fixing Screws

0 0 0

II t

hiingPicnrecetr

Scan coil
clamp

Focus
adjusting

tappings.

0

Chassis fixing screw
ontrol panel fixing screw Chassis fixing screw

Fig. 4-A V873 series receiver viewed from the rear, showing the component layout.

Fig. 5 (left)-The mains resistors of the V600 and
V700 models.

Fig. 6 (below)-Showing the correct adjustment of
the line linearity sleeve (where fitted).
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INDEX FOR PART 4

Model
Chassis
Removal

Tube
Removal Notes Specification

C.K.
Tube

V350 V350 V350 14' P. CMEI41
V410 V4I0 V4I0 I & 2 17' T. CMEI702
V4I OK V410 V410 1 & 2 17" L. CMEI702
V4 I OC V4I0C V410 2 17" C. CMEI702
V420 V410 V4I0 1, 2 & 3 21' T. CME2I01
v420K V410 V4I0 I, 2 & 3 21' L. CME2I01
V430 V4I0 V4I0 I & 2 17' T. v.h.f. CMEI702
V430C V410C V4I0 2 17' C. v.h.f. CMEI702
V430K V410 V4I0 I & 2 17' L. v.h.f. CME1702
V4300 V410C V410 2 17' C. v.h.f. CME1702
V440 V410 V410 I, 2 & 3 21' T. v.h.f. CME2I01
V440D V410C V410 2 & 3 21" C. v.h.f. CME2I01
V470 V410 V470 2 17" P. (Rexine) CMEI705
V470W V4I0 V470 2 V470 with wood finish CMEI705
V470WA
V480

V490
V500

V410
V480

V480
V410

V470
V480

V480
V470

2 F. version of V470W
21' T. (Rexine)

21' T. (Wood)
Ir T.

CMEI705
CME2I01
(early)
CME2I04
(late)
CME2104
CMEI705

V510 V410 V470 I 17'T. CMEI705
V519
V520

V410
V480

V4I0
V480

4 19"T.
21'T.

CMEI901
CME2I04

V530 V410 V4I0 I & 4 17' T. v.h.f. CME1705
V5300
V530C

V4I0C
V530C

V4I0
V530C

4 & 5 17' C. v.h.f.
17' C. v.h.L

CMEI705
CMEI705

V539 V4I0 V410 4 19' T. CMEI901
V5396
V540
V540D

V410
V480
V410C

V410
V480
V410

4 19' T.
21' T. v.h.f.
21' C. v.h.f.

CME1901
CME2I01
CME2101

V649D
V653 X
V6S3XA
V659
V659A
V659 X
V659 X A

V410C
V659
V659
V659
V659
V659
V659

V410
V659
V659
V659
V659
V659
V659

4 & 5 19" C. v.h.f.
23" T.
23' T. F.
19" T. .

19" T. F.
19" T.
19' T. F.

CMEI901
CME230I
CME230I
CMEI901
CMEI901
CMEI901
CMEI901

V659 XS
V683 X

V659
V659

V659
V659

6 19" T. R./C.
23" T. v.h.f.

CMEI901
CME230I

V683 X DS
V689
V689 X
V739
V739A
V753
V753A
V759

V759A

V849
V873
V879

V659
V659
V659
V659
V659
V659
V659
V659

V659

V849
V849
V849

V659
V659
V659
v659
V659
V659
V659
V659

V659

V849
V849
V849

6
19" T. v.h.f.
19" T. v.h.f.
19' T.
19" T. F.
23' T.
23" T. F.
19' T.

19' T. F.

19' T.
23" T.
19" T.

CME230I
CMEI901
CMEI901
CMEI903
CMEI903
CME2301
CME230I
CMEI901

or CMEI903
CMEI901

or CME1903
AW47/91
CME2303
AW47/91

Key co model identification: C. Console, F.- Fringe Model, L.-wish less, P.-Portable,
R./C..= Remote Control, T. ---Table model, v.h.f.--Band II f.m. radio.

NOTE ON CONVERTIBILITY

All receivers in the V600 Range suffixed " X ", and all receivers
in the V700 range are convertible to 625, by the addition of a plinth
containing the tuner and i.f. strip, which fits below the cabinet.

V800 series receivers are 625 -ready, and require only the u.h.f.
tuner kit for conversion.

left of the scancoil clamp, and with the adjusting
ring !in. away from the back of the scancoil
moulding.

Y849 Chassis and Tube Removal-Provisional

Remove back, pull off volume knob, and release
control panel (two small screws at the top, and one
large one at the bottom rear). Unplug scancoil leads
at chassis end, disconnect tube base, e.h.t. connec-
tion and loudspeaker leads. Remove two screws at
top of chassis and two more at bottom corners.
Chassis will withdraw complete.

Lay cabinet face down, release two large screws
at top of tube cradle and two more beneath the

cabinet. Remove tube and cradle,
remove scancoils. Measure dis-
tance from clamping band to
front face of tube before releasing
clamping band.

Note I

When re -boxing, leave the
loudspeaker lid open. This will
ensure that the on/off switch
lever engages the slider on the
chassis.

Note 2

Picture positioning is accom-
plished by means of two concen-
tric magnets behind the deflector
coils. On 90° models, these are
rotated by a small knurled spindle
which is moved in or out to
engage with each ring in turn. On
110° models a slotted lug is pro-
vided on each magnetic disc so
that it may be rotated by a screw-
driver.

Picture tilt is adjusted by
moving the large aluminium disc
attached to the scan coil mounting
springs. Holes are drilled in the
periphery to enable a screwdriver
to be used. The disc should be
locked after adjustment by the
two 4BA screws on either side of
the central pillar.

Note 3

Sometimes a steering magnet
is fitted at the back of the tube
neck to improve the focus and
definition. This may be found to
be unnecessary when a new tube
is fitted.

Note 4

On later models the position
of the tube in its clampis deter-
mined by lining up the mould
mask on the tube with the

edge of the clamping ring cushion.

Note 5

Remove plastic trim around c.r.t. frame
unboxing.

front

before

Note 6
If the remote control unit is fitted, the micro-

phone must be unplugged at the same time as the
loudspeaker when unboxing. On re -assembly the
microphone lead must be routed clear of the filter
coils to prevent instability.

Next month Part 5; British Radio Corporation models
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LETTERS
TO THE

EDITOR
NEW FAULTS

SIR,-I recently bought two brand-new dual -
standard television sets (Peto Scott TV960)

and have been presented with one or two
interesting " running -in" faults, the details of
which your readers may find useful as these sets
have only recently appeared on the market.

The first fault was poor line linearity, the picture
being cramped in the middle. This suggested (a)
the booster diode had gone low emission, (b) the
booster capacitor had gone low in value, (c) the
operating conditions of the line output valve were
incorrect due to low emission or incorrect electrode
potentials or (d) incorrect line drive.

However, none of these diagnoses proved correct.
After much searching, a circuit similar to the TV960
(Defiant 9A48F) was found in the Radio and TV
Servicing book and it was found that the line scan
coils were fed via two different capacitors, one for
each line standard, and sure enough the 405 -line
capacitor, 0470 (033p.F), was found to be short-
circuited. When this component was replaced,
excellent linearity was once more obtainable.

The other fault resulted in intermittent field
lock, the picture being perfectly locked for about
five seconds, then rolling wildly for another five.
This only happened on 625 lines and, bearing in
mind that transmissions are asynchronous, I
expected hum on the h.t., and when measured on
an oscilloscope there were the 15V of hum. This
set uses half -wave rectification and when this was
temporarily replaced by a heavy-duty stabilised
power supply the fault and, incidentally, bad hum
bars had disappeared. I am now obtaining h.t.
transformers to supply just the h.t., leaving the
heaters a.c./d.c.

I hope other readers will at least find these faults
interesting.-P. WALSH (Beckenham, Kent).

SIGNAL BOOSTERS

SIR,-An unusual amount of activity in one sec-
tion of the TV aerial trade prompts me to ask

why all the sudden fuss over aerial signal boosters?
Manufacturers up and down the country are
advertising signal boosters for television aerials as
though they have just been invented, but in fact,
as most of your readers will know, these devices
have been on the market for the v.h.f. bands for a
number of years.

What I think has actually happened is that tran-
sistors of suitable performance are now becoming
available, so that these aerial signal boosters for
u.h.f. and v.h.f. can be produced much more
economically and in a much more compact form.

The advantage of a masthead amplifier, of course,

July, 1954

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents.

is that the maximum signal available the aerial
is applied, since the signal has not been attenuated
by the aerial downlead. As the transistors designed
for u.h.f. operation have the edge on valves for
noise performance, their introduction at the front
end of the set can, in areas of reasonable signal
strength, produce a very good picture, and in fringe
and weak signal areas can boost an almost " un-
viewable " picture into something acceptable, with-
out producing any adverse side effects such as
" snow " on the picture.

Transistor mE.:head amplifiers are not new
either. Apart crom amplifying v.h.f. signals, they
have been used in coaxial relay systems to get the
best signal-to-noise ratio at the outset.

Many of the companies now manufacturing u.h.f.
masthead amplifiers do so because-and we should
realise this-the comparatively recent introduction
of transistors that work adequately around the
1,000Mc/s frequency range has made it easy for
thetn.-P. KEELING (Woodford Bridge, Essex).

HOLLAND'S TV GIANT
SIR,-I was surprised to read in the March issue

of PRACTICAL TELEVISION that the television
'towers to be built at Emley Moor and Winter Hill
would be Europe's highest. The tower in Lopik,
Holland, is at least 1,263ft. high with super-
structures possibly reaching a height of 1,300ft.

By the way, your DXers might like to know that
the channel 27 transmitter placed at 1,182ft. on
this tower, and now duplicating the channel 4
NTS-1 programmes, started carrying, on Wednes-
day, March 4th, a second Dutch programme to be
televised several nights a week.

Contrary to expectations, reasonable reception on
this channel reaches even further than the co -sited
channel 4.-W. BERSSENBRUGGE (St. Niklaas,
Belgium).

FRAME PULSE BAR

SIR,-I was interested to read in the March issue
of PRACTICAL TELEVISION Mr. Peters' article on

how to eliminate the frame pulse bar appearing
near the top of a television screen. The author
suggested increasing the flyback speed by reducing
the frame multivibrator cathode resistor. This
resistor on my home -constructed TV was already
2.5k1/, and I overcame the problem by reducing
the value of the anode discharging condenser to
0-01 µ F.

Hoping that this information will help other
readers who have experienced similar trouble.-W.
H. GODFREY (Abingdon, Berkshire).
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New Range of Receivers
-RECENTLY introduced by Pam (Radio and
' Television) Ltd., is a new range of 23in. TV
receivers. The first model in this range is the model
5140, retailing at 68 guineas, a dual -standard
version of which is available at 75 guineas complete
with u.h.f. tuner and sold as the model 5140U. A
stand is available as an extra, at a cost of £2 10s.

This set's modern styled cabinet embodies
sapele mahogany veneers with contrasting fascia
and speaker grille; the main controls and loud-
speaker being front -mounted.

Also available in this range of receivers are fringe
area versions, costing 70 guineas less tuner or 77
guineas as a complete dual -standard model.

These latest Pam models, all of which have 23in.
tubes, indicate this company's new policy of
excluding 19in. receivers from its new range at a

DX -TV

time when the market for the larger screen sets is
increasing so rapidly. Pam (Radio and Television)
Ltd., 295 Regent Street, London, W.1.

The 5140 receiver from Pam's new range.

Camera Capacitors
IN our article " Closed Circuit TV Camera "

(October 1963) we listed among the components,
500V paper capacitors which constructors have
found difficult to obtain. However, the whole range
of these capacitors is now available, from stock
from Ajax Electronic Products, 572 Fulham Road,
London, S.W.6.

-continued from page 465
TV services vary greatly in their response to these
appeals. Remember that their main interest is in
giving a good service to their local domestic
viewers, and their interest in other reception
is somewhat limited. The more co-operative ones,
however, will sometimes help in the confirmation
of a test card or programme but what is required
here is a " diplomatic " approach!

Beware too of your actual score of stations. Be
honest with yourself and your friends for there is
really no satisfaction in fantastic claims, and wish-
ful thinking is all too easy when you catch the
DX " bug ". It is extremely difficult to be certain

of every station you may think you have received,
and I would even go so far as to say that after the
first 100, the degree of certainty falls off sharply!
DX/TV is a fascinating and instructive hobby, and
we should not spoil it by letting it develop into a
mere " rat -race ".

MAST -HEAD PRE -AMPS
In last month's DX -TV article, two mast -head

pre -amplifiers for Band I and Band III television
signals were described. The circuits given on
page 419 appeared with the captions transposed,
so that, in fact, the left-hand circuit is for Band III
and the right-hand circuit for Band I, and not as
shown.

A TV BABY ALARM
A number of readers have pointed out tha: Fig.

on page 374 of the May issue is somewhat
ambiguous in that, although the microphone
screening is represented correctly as connected to
tag " B " of the microphone transformer, due to
the fact that the transformer screening has been
drawn close to the microphone screening, it might

appear that they are connected. This of course is
not correct and it is pointed out that any such con-
nection would be dangerous as the microphone
screening would then be connected to the TV
receiver chassis.

The only connection should be between tag "B"
and the microphone screening
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Your

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equip-
ment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER-
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 476 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

MURPHY V310

When, after watching BBC, I switch over to ITA
and there is a change from the normal studio
picture to the advertisements or an outside broad-
cast, the picture breaks up horizontally. When
normal studio pictures are broadcast again, the
picture returns to normal.-J. W. Greef (London,
N.W.S).

We suggest you check the 30L1 r.f. amplifier
valve for low gain, and the 30P4 M.R. line output
valve.

Make sure that your aerial is picking pp a clean
signal on ITA, as ghosting can produce a similar
effect.

McMICHAEL M23HFC

I can receive sound, but there is no picture or
raster to be seen, and no line whistle to be heard.
I have tested the ECC82 valves and replaced one of
them that was weak, but this has made no differenc.
I then tested the PL36 line output valve as it had
a blue glow, but that was found to be in good work-
ing order. Both the PY81 booster diode and the
EY86 e.h.t. were tested and were found to be all
right. The e.h.t. rectifier filament did not appear
to be heating, so I was wondering if the line out-
put transformer was to blame, or if the fault was
in the oscillator valve circuit.-J. Wallace (Glasgow,
E.3).

You should check the 0.1/LF (C105) boost line
capacitor. the 3.31(11 resistor to pin 4 of the PL36
valve base, the line drive to pin 5, and make sure
the h.t. is up to the 190Wspecified. Replacement
ECC82 and PL36 valves should be tried if possible.

EMERSON E701

The sound on this receiver is quite normal, but
there is no picture or raster and no e.h.t. The line
output transformer is dead. I have fitted new PY81

and EY86 valves but the trouble still persists. All
the valves and the tube heater seem to be in good
working order.-H. Smith (Blackwood, Monmouth-
shire).

Check the PL36 line output and the 4.7k11
resistor to pin 4 of the valve base. If these are in
order, check the 0.1,htF boost line capacitor and the
100pF 3.5kV ceramic capacitor associated with the
l.o.t. If these items are in order, it is then reason-
able to suspect a faulty line output transformer.

BUSH TV80

With volume control full on sound is just about
sufficient. I have changed the PCL82 sound out-
put valve and EF80. In the sound section, 0A79,
0A81, 0.001/LF decoupling capac'tor on the EF80
cathode circuit, the 56011, 12f2, PCL82 bias resistors
have all been checked. There is low grid hum on
the volume control centre tag, and the grid of
PCL82; also the horizontal hold control is on
the end of its travel.-J. Jeremy (Merthyr Tydfil).

It would appear that the sound i.f. alignment
has been disturbed. We suggest that you re -tune
the core on a constant -note tuning signal. Check the
100kf1 anode (pin 91 load resistor of the PCL82.

For the line hold fault, check the PCF80 sync
separator/line oscillator.

FERGUSON 546T

This set has a very weak frame lock. I have
changed the sync separator, frame oscillator,
and output valves, but the trouble still persists.
When it does lock, it is in the middle of the control
ranee.-R. J. Clifford (Corsham, Wiltshire).

We would advise you to check the 50/LF electro-
lytic capacitor in the cathode circuit of the PCL84
video amplifier. Also check the frame sync coupling
components, R111-220kn, C90-150pF, and
R114/680kf2 to pin 2 of the ECC82.
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LAWSON
BRITAIN'S CATHODE RAY
TUBE SPECIALISTS

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

100 --MICRO FINE. ALUMINISED

75

LIGHT
OUTPUT

50

25
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT

OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

BRILLIANCE CONTROL

C.O.D. or C.W.O.
12" . . £4.10.0
14" . . £5.10.0
15"-17" £5.19.0
19"-21" £715.0

Can. and Ins. 7'6.
Refundable

10/ - if old tube
returned.

12 MONTHS' FULL RE-
PLACEMENT GUAR-
ANTEE AND FITTING
INSTRUCTIONS WITH
EVERY TUBE.

OUR PRODUCTS
LAWSON TUBES are the Products
of the Commonwealth's largest cathode
ray tube manufacturers. All tubes
are designed to give very much
improved performance in all TVs
(especially older sets). Their new high
resolution electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, GEC, Cossor, etc.
(suitable for 625 or 405) give crisp, needle sharp definition and
focus. Brilliant new silver activated screens ensure much improved
brightness and contrast. Exclusive "Micro Fine" controlled
thickness aluminising gives 50% more light output. Silicon
vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes ensure very long life.

Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass, excepted), and
guaranteed an exact replacement for the original.

OUR SERVICE
THE LAWSON CRT organisation is specially designed to
give a world wide CRT service, from the largest stocks of all
types of CRTs in Britain. We can supply the EXACT tube you
require by return, it matters not if you live at No. 10, the Outer
Hebrides or far away New Zealand, or if you want 1 tube or
1,000 our long experience, vast stocks and special CRT containers
ensure rapid and safe delivery anywhere.

LAWSON TUBES 2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN, WORCS. Malvern 2100

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

EXPRESS SERVICE!!!! 38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W. I
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER Al goods
BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED Nearest tube Primroseare

SAME AFTERNOON Chalk Farm advertised9090
in stock

MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS
Output 260, at amp.

No larger than a shit button
71- Oath

31A2 4/6 33329 10/9 lull 10/-',3011.17 9/ 01/113716/11 101.'336

0132 6/- 3331360 18/. 101.011 9/6 301.014 12/ I/K92 6/9 101121
UZ4OT 4/3184116 5/- 1331'13 818 3505 8/
105 8/3 314 24/- 10'14 1118 031.60T 6/
106 9/8 003 916 ,12A00 8/6135W4 41
13.5 4/- 61'1 9/6112A16 9/11 3373 16/
183 318 65'13 4/9 1/6 8/- 35Z.401' 4/
174 2/8 61313 6/3 12A117 5/- 351351/T 5/
3021 5/6 6.176 4/6112A06 9/- 5035 6/

X2 3/- 6470 1/3 12AT6 4/8 ::1056/81
3A4 3/9 610,(1 8/3 !12.41'31 6/9 5005 6/ E831, 24/.
3A3 8/9 63.25 24/-; 12A7 6/6 501.6XT 6/ Eton '0 10/-
31.35LIT 7/- 601 10/-1128A6 6/9 7.2 6/ E1801' 19/6
394 4/6 60310 8/6 1213E41
374 6/3 61.71/T 4/61121137
51140Y 8/6 6110 10/-:12165
01'431 4/6 601/20 6/6 '194Q5
57414 7/6 6P28 11/6 111111

 5Y/IOT 4/1 1114 /11 4/612010
'573 7/- 63711 5/9123312
0740 7/- 6817 5/3 2601
6.98 6/9 64717 9/-1201' t
6.4(37 31- 31140T 8/81201'3
6AG7 6/9 6760 3/9 2614
13.805 5/9 6X4 3/9 201'5
BATS 8/9 1385 4/6 2506
6.606 5/3 6/3009 9/3237.40
BAYS 5/6 7136 12/6 35711
GRAS 9/6 7B7 7/- 2780
ORES 4/9 713 7/3 304'15
6136160 1316 706 6/9136018
6336 5/3 7117 5/93301'5
ogjo 5/6 7167 12/6190B11
63347A 7/6 787 14/6 , 30015
611117 818 7Y4 6/-1301.4
6131.6 8/- 71BW6 9/6 30612
61317.4 6/9 1001 9/31301'19
311W7oB7 51- 1002 12/8 30PLI

4j9 ,85A2 6/
8/9190AG 87/

10/- 90AV 67/8
7/8I 80(1 114-
6/- 00(0 42/

10/- 010'7 42/-
11/6115093 16/8
12/6 I83BT 39/11
12/6 466A 12/6
12/.. 5763 7/6
10/6 7475 2/9
12/81AC6PEN 419
4191 AZ35 6/8
6/8 AZ41 6/6
8/- B36 4/9

23/3 01.93 11/6
9/- ('Y31 6/9

10/6 DI 1/3
5/9 1/A.F96 6/9
9/8 01)41 12/8Al

11/ P'S
165//9-

71812/3 0F97 10/- 1/0008
8/6 DB101 25/- 10091

Thrum of bus nets: -Cash with order or ('.0.0. only.
'1 '518911/6

PostagelPacking lid. per item. Orders 'yet 83 post
free. C.O.D. 3/6 extra. Any parcel Mtn red agaiort
damage in transit or only Sd. extra. Ali Order, We require or prompt cash settlement all types of
despatched on day of receipt. callers welcome valves, loose or booed, but 1' ST be new. 011 ers
Mon. -141. 8.30-5.30. Rata, 8.30-1 p.m. made by rotor"-

DK 06 6/311/1'1136
111.64 15/-1 03 114'2
1/1.72 16/-1E, 110/
13196 5/9 ,1011s3
1/01731 bi- It 7184
11M71 9/9! B.3.1.86
131'66 7/8 600342
ESOP 24/-18331.93

EF22
3136

1/1.0211 15/91
FLOSS 18/8 51111/ 11.7,614'1/8 (54/ 1.4
ELLS6 20/5 31i, r.4 17/6 1.0e3 5/1 i 37 29/-
6314 17/9'' 11e1.41 1203 F1.134 5/6 143 15/6
EM34 11/6 311 12:144/6 P0500 15/9 176 416
1/5171 18/6 3171 40 8/9 1 3484

3/3 EH, 6/3 7137 23/3 1'3.4
EA50 1/8 E13713 616 11681 7/- 7178 26/- P7.31
57A3080 5/6 EE39 3/9 011e4 6/91 N 108 26/2 P132
EA F42 7/6 E 1'40 8/9 l/MoS 8/9!1'2 10/- 1'133
11124 1/- 11'41 8/9 00117 7/61 PA lits(i 6/b Pl no
11341 4/9 11.'42 4/9 1731 10/. P61 2/6 1'101 5/-
11191 2/3 1.17d) 216 1:151 5/1 1.0031 10/3 l'1,2 9/9
E3t33 6/6111'00 8/9 FY,1 7/3 I es 14/7 1.143 nip
E11C41 8/8 E1,83 9/9 El 03 5/3 1.095 11/8 7/9
ER081 5/9 1/183 4/9 El -1 9/6 1'1 '97 7/3 PI son 6/6!
FLOW 5/8 1617311 6/- ES 033 5/9'1'('544516 P7801 7/-
1/11103 7/3 E1/89 4/. El 8/9' 1'0085 6/9 1110 28/6
111E69 613 111,91 3/- 19439/ 3/- P3:006 10/6 1/17 17/8
E3121 9/- E1'922 210 1:14., 5/3 133 009 7/9 RIO 9/6
E053 12/6 Eros 4/0 1741 6/- 1.0016910/6 319 8/6
31.70 4/9 11,97 11/8 1:700 4/- PuBso 5/8 0P41 2/-
1C94 6/6 11/9.3 10/- E781 91- 11182 6/3 81.61 2/-
E1:031 7/3 EF185 7/9 07.53 17/6 19 F3.4 Bit 012.5 2732
11'040 7/- 11184 7/9 0Z34 10/- P41 t.!.; 7/9 I'll 6/-
E/:0111 3/6 111,04 20/6 0737 14/61 Pt Ise0510/6 111233 bib

01.0e2 4/8 11190 71- HAI-10805/3 P, 1,417/6 I ,111, 11/6
1/103+3 4/13 P1632 5/8 117309 26/- !Pt 1.02 6,6 111 .
1:0084 516 E1.33 6/9 kik tuai P1 043 7/9 1.I +
1/0085 8/1 EL34 5/6 111 112A 8/91111.8-1 7/- 13. /53-

8/9 1.136 8/9 KT331.! 4/- P11.03 716
8/- I' 041 7/3 KT36 29/1 P01,116 8/9

11.42 7/8 KT41 7/8 P1/745 7/-
1 1x1 8/3 3.744 5/- PEN 951/0
F Le3 6/9 liTo I 8/9 12/-

11/6 11.34 4/9' KTLI 3/9 P17431 4/3 1-1, 0,0
9/8.1/1,85 7/6, K763i 12/3 1'173,3 .1 2, LIN

6/3 ELMS 7/3 ss 20/- 10/3 1 24 15/6
716 8:091 2/6 h'I m 33/ 4/9 PI :la bili
5/9 Yl.fl3 EIS. hrl 113.2 5/6 l'I.J/6
6/6 E0360 27/- 6,',.3 nib 11.3, 16/- 1 .,1 b:e
9/8
61-
7/-
9/8
8/9
6/6 9/311 191 9/6

9/.. 0251 8i-
6/- ' l'262 12/1
8/6 j31/1 11/1
819 404 113-

51- .01 16/1
4020 616
31:1'11'0 o/..
A142 7/.
1141 10/1
111'41 8/3
HI 01 813 1.29 17/810077
III's° 6/9 X41 151- 0078
111'+9 6/9 166 7/310081
111.21 9/5 778 20/8 ! 00810
( 613 7179 27/e: 0062
I'4 8/9 11/3 51. 0083

6131i 011 7/3 0084
Vs0 8/1 00170

. 1121 1K1 00171 9/-
1 1142 7/-' Tranostort 001'71 17/8

 1 611 ! , INIAT100 7/9
MAT1331 8/6

Sir al 11 5/1 NI ATI:20 7/9
1.41 In. (JAI. 3/- MAT121 8/6

I 5/9 11.47./.
I -a 013 11.3;9
1.3.3.1 6/9 1/1,1

01; 5/- i9
331/ 6,3- (11

I'll L 9 111

I.-1 I 23/3 I

1.40 b,3 89
I 6/- 04'33
NIL 15/2 01236

10!10 0.'41
N., 8/3 1.11A1

I I. 5/- 111'41/
s 1110 110;3

11S 10/3 01,611
121 .93- 11'79
111 4;0 la

in
I I 14Ii,
LI., tit, 1.11,4
I 1.30 9/9 01:75
107 16/6 0076

1/-

2/.
51-

25/.
23/-
25/-
29.6
25/6
18/-
21/6
5/-
8/3
8/.

22/8
25/-
6/8
3/6
bi-

16/-
5/-
10-
8/6

121-
8/-
41-
41-

10/-
13/-
8/-
8/6

Ail ,00ds are nee Mat quality brands only and
subject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
tnanufacturers' seconds or Injects, which are often
describe,/ as 'new and teas id" but which have a
On ed and nitre liable Me. l'ompiete catalogue 01
over 1000 valves actually in stock, with resistors.
condensers, transformens, microphones. Weaken,
meta/ rectifiers with terms of 1.otion., bd. post tree.
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BBC2 (625 LINE) TV AERIALS

EXTERNAL MAST
MOUNTING ARRAYS

5 element, 36/-: 9 element. 45/,
WALL MOUNTING with CRANKED.ARM. 6 element. 51/8: 9 element, 60/-CHLMNEY ARRAYS with LASHINGS,etc. 5 element, 63/8; 9 element, 72/-.LOFT ARRAYS. 3 element. 24/-.7 element. 32/8. Also available forWindow Fixing. 2/6 extra. Co -ax. Plugs,1/3. Low Loss Co -axial Cable. 1/3 yd.

BBC  ITV  F.M. AERIALS
B.B.C. (BAND 1). Tele-scopic loft. 21./-. External
S/D 30/,
I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Ele-ment loft array, 25/.. 5Element. 35/-. Wall
mounting, 3 Element. 35/-.
5 Element, 45/-.
COMBINED B.B.C./I.T.V.
Loft 1+3. 41/3: 1+5. 49/9.
Wall mounting 1+3, 56/3:
1+5, 63/9. Chimney 1+3,23/8; 1+5. 71/3.

F.M. (BAND 2). Loft S/D. 12/6. "H".30/-. 3 Element. 52/6. External unitsavailable. Co -ax. cable 8d. yd. Co -ax.plugs 1/3. Outlet Boxes 4./8. DiplexerCrossover Boxes 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.P.P. 3/-. Send $d. stamps for Illustrated
lists.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P.T.)
3b, Godstone Road Kenley, Surrey.

CR O. 2527

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested

24 -HOUR SERVICE
IRS, 1E45. IT4. 384, 3V4. DAF91, DF91,
DK91, DL92, DL94, SET OF 4. 14/-.
DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96. SET OF 4. 22/-.
OM
1D5

3//9 9
4 DLDL92

6/-
4/3 PCL82 6/3

185
9

3/
D4
DL96

5/-
5/6

PCL83
PCL84

7/9
7/-1T4 2/33/3 EB91 1/11 PL38 7/9384 4/3 EBC41 8/3 PL81 6/63V4 5/- EBF80 5/3 PL82 5/-OY3GT 5/. ECC40 8/9 PL83 5/-5Z4G 6/9 ECC8 3/3 PL84 5/36K7G 1/3 ECC82 4/6 PY32 8/86K80 3/. ECC83 4/6 PY33 8/6

6,1127G 4/3 ECC84 5/6 PY80 4/96U70 6/6 ECC83 6/- PY81 5/-6V6G 3/6 ECF80 5/9 PY82 4/96X5GT 5/- ECF82
7137

PY83 5/612K7GT 3/3 ECH42 U25 8/-12K8GT 8/6 ECH81 5/3 U191 8/312Q7GT
25LIKI

3/3
4/9

ECL80
ECL82 6/35/9

1)801
UABC80

15/-
5/-30PL1 7/9 EF41 8/6 UAF42 6/935L6GT 6/- EF80 3/9 UBC41 61-352401' 4/8 ECL82 6/3 1.113F80 5/685A2

CL33
6
8/6 EF89/6

EF86 5/9
4/3

UCC133
UCH42

6/-
6/9DAQ32 7/9 EF91 2/9 UCH81 519DAF91 3/3 EL41 7/- UCL82 713DAF98 5/6 EL84 4/6 UCL83 7/9DP33 716 EY51 5/6 UF41 8/3DF91 2/3 EY86 5/- UF89 5/9DF96 5/6 EZ40 5/- UL41 6/6DH77 3/6 EZ80 3/9 UL84 5/9DK32 7/8 EZ81 3/3 URIC 5/-DK91 3/9 MU14 3/9 UU8 10/6DK92

DK96
6/9
6/-

PCC84
PCC89 7/65/3

UY21
UY41

7/3
4/3DL33 6/9 PCF80 5/3 UY85 4/9

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. extra

Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALOESTON ROAD,

STOKE NEWINGTON,
LONDON, N.I6

PRACTICAL TELEVISION July, 1954

DUAL -STANDARD
AND 625 -LINE

TELEVISION RECEIVERS
by G. I. King.

Commencing with U.H.F. Tuner, the
book proceeds to detail circuit altera-
tions and arrangements in vision signal,
audio signal, synchronizing, contrastcontrol; a.g.c. and cimebase circuits
necessary for correct display of 625 -line
pictures, and which must be switched
from one standard to the other in dual-
standard receivers. U.H.F. signal pro-
pagation, important features on suitable
aerials.
b/6. Postage 6d.

 THE RADIO AMATEURS' HAND-, BO OiC, 1964, by A.R.R.L. 36%.\, Postage 216.
 RADIO & TELEVISION REFER-, ENCE DATA. Compiled by J. P.k Hawker. 10/6. Postage V-.r TELEVISION ENGINEERS'

POCKET BOOK, by J. P. Hawker.
12/6. Postage 9d.p TRANSISTOR TELEVISIONk RECEIVERS, by T. D. Towers. 55,-.
Postage I /6.

 RADIO VALVE DATA, 7th Ed.
L. Compiled by "WW". 716. Postage

10d.
0 COMPLETE CATALOGUE If -

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS of British and American Technical Books

19-21 PRAZ-3 STREET
LONDON, W.2
Phone: PADdington 4185

Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...

GET A CERTIFICATE

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College pro-
vides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio/T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our

remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your, copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

Career.
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incerp. National Inst. ci` Engineering)

(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
01,1, TOSS HALL. KNOIS LEH HILL

LIVERSEDGL, VORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

BUSH 1'V33 141u. T.V. Sets, tested perfect:
with details for 625 picture conversion, £8.carriage 10/-. B.R.S. By rail 13/-.
T.V. Sets 141n. Tested good Tubes 50/-,carriage 10,-. Only want cleaning. WellPacked but only sent at owner's risk.
171n. Pye "Continental" Model tested.good tube, £5. Carriage 10/-.
13 Channel T.V. Sets. 14in. untested 30/-.Carr. 10/-. 171n. sets untested. 50/, Carr.10/-. Well packed, sent at owner's risk.
Reclaimed tubes. Six months' guarantee.
141n. CRM 141-2. MW 36/24-44, AW 36/21;
also 12tn. Mullard. 17/-. Carriage 7/6. .
171n. tuhes. CRM 171-172. MW 43-64-69.
30/-. Carriage 7/6.
P.M. Speakers, Guaranteed ex T.V. sets
61n. round. 6 x 4in. Rola and Plessey, Philips
51n. round, all at 3/- each. Post 2/-. 6 for20/, post paid. Goodmans 7 x 4in., 5/-,post 2/-. 8in. round, 6/-. post 2/-.
Valves Removed from T.V. sets. Tested
on a Mullard Valve Tester and are 100%as new. Three months' unconditionalguarantee. POST FREE.
ECL80
ECC82
EY51
EBF80
EB91
EF91
6F1
6F14
6F15
ELD20 5/-
10C2 5/-
10P13 5/-
10P14 5/-

2/-
3/-
2/6
4/8
9cL
9d.
1/-
5/-
51-

20D1
20L1
201,3
20P4
20P1
U801
U281
U232
U329
KT36
PL81
PL82
PL83
PL33

3/-
5/-
5-
8//8
5/-
8/6
5/-
5/-
5/-
51-
5/.5/
4/51:

PY80
PY81
PY82
PCF
PCC8804
B36
N37
61.14.
6P25
6IT25
6P23

8/-
5/-
4/-
5/-
416
4/6
9/-
5/-
5/-
3/6
5/-
3/-

P280 5/-
EF80 1/8, or 10/- per doz. Grade II EF80
for test purposes 4/- per doz.
New Valves Ex Units. POST FREE.6K7 1/8. doz. 12/-. 6K8 2/6. doz. 221-.6V6 2/6. doz. 22/-. 807 U.S.A. 8/-. PP3/268(PX4) AC2PEN (PENA4) 2/8. 51)4 3/-.6V6GT 4/6. EF91 1/9. EL91 v9. 6F6 2/-.
5Z4 5/6. 5Y3 4/6. 6X5 4/8. EF50 1/-. 6/- doz.
ARPI2 1/6, 6 for 5/6. box of 50 19/-. KT86 81-.ARTP2 2/-. ART4 2/, APP37 2/-. AR8 2/-.IT4 2/-. 954 new boxed 1/3.
New Regunned Slim Line 90° Tubes,(Seconds) small pin head mark on glass.Perfect picture otherwise. Fully guaranteed
39/-. Carriage and ins. B.R.S. 7/6.
TV Tubes. Completely Rebuilt and Refaced.12 months' guarantee. Sizes up to 171n.Special trade price of 75/-. Carr, and ins.17/6.
Personal Ear Phone. 2/11. Post Free.

NORTHERN TUBE CHANG
B & hl 1013ES ,NORTHERN)

6A DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3
Tel.: LEEDS 24578

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
with full 12 months' guarantee

12"-14" 70' £4. 5.0

15"-17" 70° £4.15.0

21" 70° £6.15.0

17" 110° £6.10.0

19" 110° £7. 0.0

21" 110° £8.10.0

Carriage 6- Insurance 10/- extra.

Quantity and Trade Discounts
are available.
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BUSH TV33
The picture went very dark and out of focus

when the brightness was turned up. Gaps appeared
at the side of the screen, then the bias resistor of
the PL81 started smoking and the scancoils started
humming. I checked for shorts on these (to
chassis). I also had the PL81 and PY81 valves
tested, and both were in working order.

There is a line whistle present.-R. Newman
(London, N.15).

You should ensure that the horizontal form con-
trol has not been disturbed (unscrew if in doubt),

 and check the 0.01,uF capacitor, from pin 6 of the
ECL80 to the control grid of the PL81, the 2.7ki)
screen resistor to pin 8 of the PL81 and the value
of the bias resistor (10011).

DECCA DM17
The p:cture is cramped on the right and extended

on the left. There is a one inch gap on the right.
The PL81, PY81 and PY82 have all been changed.
The EY51 has not yet been changed.-W. Camp-
bell (Manchester 14).

Check the 4.4it1 resistor to pin 8 of the line
drive and linearity controls. Also check the com-
ponents across the linearity coil.

PHILIPS I768U
After being switched on for a few minutes, good

sound comes on, but the picture has no height-
instead it forms a 2:n. wide band across the screen.
After about an hour the picture opens up to full
screen size, and no more trouble occurs unless the
set is switched off for more than 15 minutes.-J.
Fry (Egham, Surrey).

The suspect valves are the centre PCL82 and
ECL80. Check the 680k11 resistor from the height
control to the PCL82 and the voltage on height
control and pin 10 of the tube base. If this voltage
is much under 300V, check the boost line ceramic
capacitor next to 100kf1 resistor.

INVICTA 5370
This set has " sound -on -vision " which is more

pronounced with some picture subjects than others.
This fault cannot be tuned out by the fine tuner.
The fault only appears on BBC channel 5.-W.
Brocki (Woodston, Peterborough).

You should switch to the BBC channel 5, remove
the switch knob and fine tuner, having set this mid-
way, and insert a suitable trimming tool into the
larger hole at about the "1 o'clock " position. Re -
trim for maximum sound consistent with freedom
from sound -on -vision.

H.M.V. 1840
The fault on this receiver is cramping at the

top of the picture. No adjustment seems to cure
it. I have changed valves V15 and V8.-H. S.
Walton (Tamworth, Staffordshire).

From pin 6 of the PCL83, there is a 3.3M1Z
resistor, leading via screened cable to the linearity
control. Check this resistor, and the 0.1µF and
0.0012uF capacitors associated with the top linearity
control.

PILOT PT4S1
The fault in this set is that after being switched

on for about two hours, the picture is obscured by
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a pattern of bars about fin. wide, running diagonally
left to right across the screen. The sound is also
affected at this point. This fault only seems evident
on channel 10, the sound and picture on channel 3
both being normal.

I have tried replacement tuner unit valves but
these have had no effect.-J. Porter (Glasgow,
E.2).

This effect is almost certainly caused by external
interference, possibly a neighbouring TV receiver.
We suggest that you contact the G.P.O. if you are
unable to locate the source.

BUSH T97C
The picture width has decreased to about Sin.

All else, including picture height, remaining normal.
The h.t. across C121 was found to be only 145V
instead of 210V (V4 anode volts given as 210V).

The h.t. was brought up to 207V by replacing
MR4 w'th a silicon rectifier (drop on d.c. being
7.9V). R133 and 134 were replaced with a 4011
choke and R135 and 136 were removed.

On 240V a.c., the h.t. at C120 was 224V; at C121,
207V and the boosted h.t., 610V. Al of the c.r.t.
was 390V, on valve -voltmeter (nom. 430); e.h.t.
14.5kV.

Width of the picture was now 13-14in., barely
covering the screen, and bad horizontal non -
linearity was present.

The line output transformer does not get
abnormally hot, and the c.r.t. is a brand new
AW43-88.

This is all very puzzling to me, since the
horizontal scan, on a selenium rectifier, and with
some 22011 in the h.t. line used to easily cover the
screen, and was nicely linear.-G. W. Sutton (Cran-
leigh, Surrey).

We should imagine that the low h.t. voltage was
in the first place caused by an inefficient reservoir
capacitor (300,uF) which has been partially masked
by the use of the silicon diode.

We would suggest that you check this compo-
nent. It may be necessary to replace some of the
removed wire wound resistors in order to reduce
the h.t. which may well be too high if the silicon
diode is used. We also suggest you check the series
8uF boost line capacitors, the 2.7kf2 resistor to pin
8 of the PL81 and the 1001d1 resistor to pin 1 of
the ECC82, if the ECC82, PL81 and PY81 are
found to be in order.

PYE VT7
On this set there is no e.h.t. The e.h.t. rectifier

does not light, even with the final anode clip dis-
connected. The top cap of the PL81 appears com-
pletely dead, and the valve does not appear to be
overheating. There is also a complete absence of
line whistle.

In accidentally earthing the top cap of the PY81,
I drew a faint spark, but this lacked the punch
normally associated with this valve. There is a
slight buzz coming from the line output trans-
former area, but nothing resembling a whistle.-J.
Chandler (Hainault, Ilford, Essex).

You should first check the h.t. voltage. If this is
low (less than 160V) replace the 100+200µF main
electrolytic capacitor.

There is a fuse which supplies h.t. to the line
timebase which is above the mains input. Cheat
this if there is no h.t. at the top cap of the PY81.
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We do not suspect the line oscillator as the PL81
would appear overheated if the line drive were
absent.

Check the 4711 resistor (or 27(1 if this value is
fitted) to the top cap of the PL81. If these points are
in order, disconnect the right side lead to the scan-
ning coils under the focus magnet. If the timebase
comes to life the scan coils are at fault. If not,
check the components associated with the PL81 and
then replace the line output transformer.

FERGUSON 406T
In repairing this set, a PCC89 valve was plugged

inadvertently in place of a PCFSO, in the tuner
unit. When the receiver was switched on, smoke
came from the chassis. On examination, nothing
damaged was apparent, but the h.t. feed resistor
to the tuner was slightly charred. The correct valve
(PCF80) was placed in position and the set switched
on. It was noticed that although the contrast
control was working, the amount of contrast was
reduced (no sharp black or white). The sound does
not seem to be affected. The fault is much more
noticeable on Band 1 than on Band 3.-A. Defty
(Peterlee, Co. Durham).

You will have to check all the resistors in the
tuner unit for the correct value, also the feed
resistors outside the tuner, on the i.f. board, of lk(1
(R31) and 2.2kf1 (R32). The correct first stage (r.f.
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amplifier) on the tuner is a PCC84 not a PCC89.
Check the 15011 resistor from pins 7 and 8 to
chassis.

HMV 1893
When this set is switched on, the picture comes

up fairly bright, then darkens down again and the
general overall appearance of the picture is dark.
Turning the brilliance and contrast controls fully
up makes no difference.

The valves in the tuner unit run extremely hot.
-F. Higgins (Kilbirnie, Ayrshire).

The fact that the sound is normal seems to indi-
cate that the tuner unit and common i.f. amplifier
are in order. We would suggest that you check the
video amplifier and its associated components, also
the voltage supplies to the tube base socket.

SOBEL TPS173
The screen is blank with no raster and the e.h.t.

seems low. The pentode anode of V6 has a voltage
of 60. The line whistle is very strong from the
speaker, increasing as the volume is turned un,
until the sound changes to " motor boating."-R.
F. Sherlock (London E.13).

The symptoms suggest that the electrolytic
smoothing capacitors are in need of replacement.
Check these components and the EY51 e.h.t.
rectifier.

TEST CASE -20
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing

to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but ore based
on actual practical faults.

The trouble on a Pye Model V710A took the
I Ili form of excessive height which could not be

reduced by the height control sufficiently to
give the correct aspect ratio (width 1 height ratio).
The height control was otherwise working
normally, though there was a trace of non -linearity
towards the top of the picture.

Valves and voltages in the frame circuit were
proved to be normal.

What was the likely cause of this effect and how
could it be cured?

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
solution to this Test Case and for another problem.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 19
(Page 428, last month)

The clues of last month's problem were
contained in the " tizzy treble " and the need to
turn the sound up above normal for the symptom
to occur. The trouble obviously has connections
somewhere in the sound section.

Exploring the sound quality aspect of the
problem it was found that the picture disturbance
could be prevented by removing the speaker and

connecting a resistive load across the sound output
transformer instead.

The speaker was reconnected and the cone held
firmly towards the centre, so that the output was
considerably muted even at high settings of the
volume control, again the vision symptom was
eliminated. Thinking that a sound amplifier valve
probably had microphony troubles which were
reflected into the vision channel or that a vision
valve had similar troubles which were reflected into
the sound channel, all the valves were tested for
microphony by tapping each in turn with the
handle of a screwdriver while observing the
picture. This did not incite the symptom.

A new speaker was then tried and the symptom
was no more. The original speaker was carefully
examined and it was found that the speech coil just
touched the magnet pole pieces on a deep penetra-
tion. This apparently caused the production of a
form of static charge and discharge which affected
only the ITV frequency.

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until July 22nd, 1964, and must
accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the notice
on page 472.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JULY, 1964

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES. LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2, and printed
in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED. Idle. Bradford: and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTCH
(Aisle), Ltd. South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD. East Africa: EAST AFRICAN STANDARD LTD. Subscrip-

tion rate Including postage for one year: To any part of the World 81.9.0.
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. . . a short cut" for everybody wishing to obtain a
quick acquaintance with modern electronics . . .

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
TO ELECTRONICS

by

Terence

L. Squires,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

Fully covers
Electric Currents - Direct and Alternating
Currents - Electronic Components - Basic
Electronic Circuits - Test Instruments - Radar
- Medical Electronics - Electronics in Space -
Television - Electronics in Industry - The
Future of Electronics - Training to be on
Electronics Engineer.

Make sure of your copy
TODAY

THIS book provides a "short-cut" for those wishing to obtain a
quick acquaintance with modern electronics. It is not intended to
replace "text" or "course" books on the subject that take the student
through detailed theory and calculations: what it does is to describe
as simply as possible the basic concepts of importance in electronic
engineering, and the various components used in
electronic equipment, so that the reader gains an

understanding of the terms used and the
practical side of the subject. No prior tech-
nical knowledge is assumed, mathematics
being avoided and emphasis placed on num-
erous illustrations. The book will enable the
reader to go on to more specialised works
or courses with confidence.

In line with latest techniques, prominence
has been given throughout to the transistor
and other semiconductor devices.

The nature of electric currents, pulses and waveforms are
first described, and the electrical properties made use of in
electronics explained. The construction and operation of
electronic components is next described, followed by a chap-
ter on basic circuits. Electronic measuring and testing are

then outlined, and the basic techniques used in the main
branches of electronics-radio and television, medical elec-

tronics, radar, space research, computers, control engineeriN
and automation-surveyed. After a review of development

that will play an important part in the future, the book close
with a section on opportunities in electronics.

192

pages

of basic
details

128 line
diagrams

r ORDER HERE
ris tend me by return

copylcopies of the new

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
ELECTRONICS

15s. each (16s. 6d. by post)

Name

Address

A

concise
guide
for
only
15s.

Simply complete this order and post with cheque,
postal order for I6s. 6d. per copy to GEORGE
NEWNES LTD., Tower House, Southampton
Street, London. W.C.2. PT/7/64

. NEWNES

ONLY
I5s

FROM
ALL

BOOK
SELLERS

... or, in case
of difficulty

use this

handy order

form TODAY
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TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now

AW36-20, 21
AW36-30
AW43-80, 88
AW43-89
AW47-90, 91
AW53-3J
AW53-88
CI48M, FM
C17BM, FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM
C21 HM, SM, TM
CME1402
CMEI702, 1703
CME1705
CME2I01
CRM93
CRM 124
CRMI41,2,3,4
CRMI52, 153
CRMI71,2,3
CRM2I I, 212
MW6-2
MW22-I6
MW31-I6, 74
MW36-24, 44
MW41-I
MW43-64, 69
MW43-80
MW53-20
MW53-80
7901A
I4KP4A, 14IK
171 K, I72K, I73K
690IA
720IA, 7203A
7204A
740IA
7405A

1,5. 2.6
E5. 7.6
E6. 7.6
E6.12.6
E7.10.0
C7.12.6
(7.17.6
L5. 5.0
£6. 7.6
E6.12.6
£7.17.6
L5. 7.6
£6.12.6
£7. 7.0
E8. 7.6
E4. 2.6
E4.12.6
ES. 7.6
E5.17.6
L6. 7.6
E7.17.6
E6.17.6
E4. 2.6
£4. 2.6
[5. 2.6
E6.12.6
E6. 7.6
L6. 7.6
f7.12.6
£7.12.6
L6.12.6
f5. 2.6
£6. 7.6
E6. I 2.6
£5. 2.6
[5. 5.0
£6. 7.6
L6.16.2

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE 716, via B.R.S. or
1216 via passenger train.

TERMS L2 down (plus carr e)
balance £1 per month.
Midland Stockists: -

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)

I4in. CRM141, 2 6716. Others 5716
I7in. CRM171, MW43-69, 43-64

751... Plus Carriage. Guaranteed
for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON S.W.11. BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.

until 4 a.m.

BALLS: 4/- per line or part
thereof. uteruge lit e tcord.s to line.
minimum 1 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
1dt ertisement must he prepaidand atildres,rd to Adt ertisement
Manager. Pravet least TeleViiion**.'toner House. Southampton
London.

SETS & COMPONENTS

NUHF 625. AU your requirements,
complete conversion kit camprising
tuner. 625 i.f. pane!, time base panel,
fittings circuit etc. L12/12/.. UHFtuners from L8/6/.. UHF aerial£1151-. UHV/VHF aerial L2/51-.
Post and packing 3,6. MANOR
SUPPLIES. 64 Golders Manor Drive,
N.W.11. HIL 9:18 i SPE 4032 Evgicallers:- 589b High Road (near Gran-vill Rd.) N. Finchley, London, N.12.
Open all day Sat.

EKCO-FERRANTI L.O.T.s
U25 Type

PERSPEX HOUSINGS to suit above
16/- each. Post Free.

Quantity Prices: 6 at E4; 12 at a 5s.
BOYLAN ELECTRONICS

Church St., Warren point, N. Ireland

" HEATHKITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACE-
MENTS LTD., 120 Hamilton Road,
West Norwood, SE27, GIPsy Hill 6166.

TUBES -FAMOUS MAKES!
MW43 69, AW43 80, MW36 24, AW43/88,
etc. Fully screened, aluminised, 100% new
(except glass). Mostly £4.15s. (1216 cge.).
LISTS. One Year's G tee Card,
We do NOT sell regunned only tubes.
NEW VALVES, 12 months guarantee!
BYI00, EYSI, EY86, PY8I, PY800-I
PL8I, PCF80, PCL82, 30C1, etc. ... 91 -

FREE lists of valves, tubes, transformers.
Return of post service.

P. BEARMAN, 43, Leicester Road,
New Barnet, Herts. Tel.: BAR 1934.

THE FINEST and cheapest mail-order
service in Britain now supplies every-
thing Electronic,Electr'.cal. S.A.E.
brnogs details of genuine bargain
offers. HANDLEY, 112 Baysham St.,
1-1,,tord.

TELEVISION TUBES
BY RETURN SERVICE!

I2in. & I4in.
ISin., I6in., I7in.
I9in.
21in.

... L4.14.0

... £4.19.6

... L7.10.0
06.1 9.6

12 months' guarantee with every tube'
all sizes in stock, send for full lists,

C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Carriage and insurance, 1216

Lists to
DIAMOND (MAIL ORDER)

PRODUCTS
(Dept. P.T.), MBCIDIA,

LONDON, W.C.I.

SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON
A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE

TESTER

AC/P 2/6
836 216
B329 4/ -
DI 216
Dii3 2/6
1.177 2/6
DAF91 4/-
D04 2/6
DL)41 2/6
DDL4 2/6
DEM 1/-
1)1177 4/-
D591 4/-
EA50 1/3
F is:14 1/3
1.1141 1/3
t Bc3:3 2/8

BC41 4/.
33 2/6

Ecc34 2/8
ECUS' 4/-
E). 'S2 4/-
ECLSO 4/-
EF50 1/8
EFS0 2/8
EF91 1/8
KT33C 1/8
KT81 2/6
KTZ41 2/8
L63 2/8
N308 4/-
N329 4/-
N339 4/-
5389 4/-
5379 4/-
P41 2/6
P61 2/8
PCC84 2/.
PCFS0 5/-
PCL82 4/-
PC1,63 21-
PEN45 2/6
PEN46 2/6
PL33 4/-
P1,61 2/.
PL82 4/-
PLS3 4/-
P1.84 4/-
P1(31 4/-
PYsl 4/-
P230 2/6
6E41 1/3
SP42 2/6
SP61 1/3
c31 4/-
C731 41-

'329 4/-
U F42 2/6
VP4 4/-
W77 2/6
263 2/8
266 2/6
277 1/S
290 1/3
2719 2/6
STYR 2/8
6A1.5 2/6
6AM6 1/3
611W7 4/-
813X6 2/6
6C6 4/-
61)6 4/-
6813 1/3
6813 1/3
GJa 2/8
637 2/8
6p-aa 2/6
6P23 2/6
903 1/3
91/6 2/8
10F1 4/-
10P13 4/-
10P14 2/6
128117 41
20E2 4/-
201.1 2/8
20P3 4/-
20P5 4/-
23E6 2/6
30C1 8/-
30C15 5/-
3111.1

4/-
30FLi3 9/-
32 2/8
42 2/8
43 2/8
807 4/ -

EXAMPLES
FULL cATALLMUE 94.

VALVE HOLDERS

American Octal .. 5/- doz.
Nova, each.

RESISTORS
Card of 1W Resistors. 72 valves

covering complete 15% range.
24/- per card.

Full range of separate Retest...
Condensers, etc.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
3-50pf concentric trimmers 8/- doa.

GEC CRT'S (SALVAGED)
SPECIAL OFFER

loin. fl.E.C. 7102 10/- ea.
Personal Callers Only

32 91/m, 16 Mica 10 Mies INCRE-
MENTAL OR TURRET TUNERS
LESS VALVES. EXRECE1VERS

12/8.
We can often supply for the
actual set you want the tuner to
fit. But cannot guarantee what
channels are lifted.

TRANSFORMERS
CRT Boost Transformers,
2V, 4V, 6V. 10V, 13V.
State which required .. 12/6 ea.
Heavy Duty Output Trans-
formers. 6 ratios from 13 : 1
to 43 I 25/- es
Miniature Output Trans... 9/9 ea.
Standard Output Trans.
formers, Multi -match .. 10/- ea.
Transistor Driver: 1-1 Cr 10/- ea.

3.6-1 CT 12/8 en.
Transistor Output: 6.6.1 CT 10/ -ea.

9.2-1 I.IT 10/- ea.
Microphone Transformers.
ratio 63 1 85/- ea.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
Standard 465 kc s 12/6 per WM,
Midget 463 kels 16/- per pair

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
230W
NOW
50W

67/8 ea.

: : 20/- sn.

TRANSISTORISED FAULT
FINDER

Enables faults to be located
quickly. consists of a two.
transistor, multi -vibrator In a box.
Complete with battery. 32/6

CRYSTALS
GENUINE MULLARD. Boxed.

053 8/- OA 41 8/-
0570 8/- 0A85 3/-
0579 3/- 0_491 3/6

TRANSISTORS

04'16W 48/- O('72
0019 :LH- (W75
OC2li 25/- 01'76
01'44 11/- (x '7s
0C45 10/- OCS1
0070 8/6 Oc8s
0(71 6/8 0(170

8/-

8/-

81-
18/-
17/8

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D.

Orders under 51, P. d P. 1i3.
Own till 11 p.m. molt daYs.

3d.stamp for list or 9d. for full catalogue
Dept. PTA

Anion Television
Pleated Road, S.E.I 5 NEW X 7152
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SETS & COMPONENTS
con t!nued

THE PRACTICAL TELEVISION
625 UHF AERIAL

Page 264, March issue. 1964

ALL the bits and pieces available,
precision produced. If you know one
end of a screwdriver from the other
you can produce a professional aerial
as low cost. Send us a S.A.E. for list.

AERIAL SUPPLY
165 BEOLEY ROAD, REDDITCH

Worcestershire

GUARANTEED REPLACEMENT line
output transformers. Emerson all
models 50,-, Ekco 50'-, Ferguson 60,-,
Pye 52/6. P. and P. 3/6, over £5 post
free. Trade supplied. Three day re-
wind service, s.a.e. for enquiries. All
L.O.P.T.'s in stock All types of wave
winding carried out. WHITWORTH
T V. SERVICE. 32a All Saints Road,
London, W.11. Tel: PARK 9972.

TUBES. AERIALS. VALVES
U.H.F. aerials. Bands 1, 11 & III aerials.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters. I.T.V.
boosters. Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves. etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets, Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appli-
ances. Quotations without obligation.
Co -axial cable, fluorescent l*ht fittings.
all at special prices to the trade and Horne
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

G. A. STRANGE
BROADFIELD, NORTH WKANHALL,
ur. Chippenham, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD..
larges stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output transformers,
Frame Output transformers, Deflector
Coils for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service. Terms. C.O.D.
or C W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and night telephone: GIPsy Hill
6166, 126 Hamilton Road, West
Norwood, SE27.

R. & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE
44 m YRKE'l STREET, I1Act. P. LANCS.

Telephone 465
IS Channel T.V. Sets. 14.1n. untested 30/
Carr. In:-. 17m. sets untested, 56/-. Carr.
10/-. Well packed sent at owner's risk.
EKCO-FERRANTI L.O.T.s U26 type
PERSPEX HOUSING to suit above I4/ -
each. Post free. Quantity prices: 6 at It
12 at £7 Is.
Sound Output transformers, 3/6. P.P. 1/-.
Turret tuners, most makes available. 8/-.
post 2/-.
As available, query first, 13 channel tuners
complete with sound and vision strip.
on one chassis size. Olin. wide, 341n. high,
141n. front to rear. 38Mc/s LF.. less valves,
otherwise working, 80/-, post 3/-.

SALVAGE VALVES
All Tested before despateh

EF80 1/6
ECL80 3/-
ECC82 3/ -
ECM

231XI-PA /F5

7/66

PCC114
4/CF80

4/-
1,0E-
20L1 I 1//i.

P
PL81 IS/. 8F14 5/-
PY81 8/6 69'15 5/-
30P4 ,/- 10P13 5/6
213P4 8/6 10P14 6/ -

Many more types available. s.a.e.
Most types of transformers available at
bargain prices, state set model number
with enquiries.

Terms C.W.O.
Single valves 8d. post. 6 or more post free.
ALL GOODS SOLD SUBJECT TO SATIS-

FACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED.
A tree 6 x 4 speaker with every order over gl

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

BUILD YOUR OWN Slimline TV.
Well-known manufacturer's surplus
stork. lain. chassis with v.h.f.,
£4'15/-. 243 Croydon Road, Bedding -
:on, Surrey. Wallington 7308.

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.
Telephone orders sent same day.

Line Output Transformers
a-Maker's Correct Parts;

b-Cheaper Replacement Part
Ekco T221, 231, 311, 284, TC208, T3I0, T331
T327, TU209, T248, TC267 and Ferranti
T1001-5, b-52'6; a-62,6. 14T3-6, 38,6.
Murphy V2401250, 62,6; V270/280, 79,6.
Pye V417, UT4/7 and Pam 906-53, 52,6.
H.M.V. 1840-9, 2805-5902, only 62,6. Bush
TV53, 6-69,6; a-7916; TV24C. TV80 etc.,
6-79,6; a-89,6. Philips 1768U 92,6;
1114-5, 1437-46. 89,6.
Masteradio T917, TE7T, T409-12 etc., 751-.
Alba 1301, 304, 394, 484, 494, 49,6.
Cossor 930-8, 58,6; Ferg. 992-8, 62,6;
Baird P2014/7. 21147. 59,6.
L.O.P.T.s. FOR ANY MAKE and Model
supplied. USED trans., often available,
ask for quote. SCAN COILS.
Ekco T221, T231, etc. Pye V14-7, both 50,-.
Used I4in. ex -Rental 13 Ch. sets: Pye/
Ferg.,Sobell, 10,- each. MIN Lots of 20.
Lots of 6 for £5, (Callers only).
110 Con. Kit, 125,-; 625 LOP 90,-.
Please state clearly whether Maker's correct
part (a) or cheaper replacement part (b)
required. Ekco-Ferranti plastic housing
available. IS'- each.
Free Insurance and Quantity discounts
Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post & Pack 4/ -

TELEVISION CONSUMER
SERVICES LIMITED

Post Orders to:
8 CRAY PARADE. MAIN ROAD

ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT
Tel. Orpington 30566

Callers to.
112 CAMBERWELL ROAD, S.E.S
Alter business hours. Phone: RODNEY 7917

(Autophono)

FOR SALE
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKER.S, 75a Godwin Street,
Bradford 1.

1,000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
£3 working, 10/. not. Callers only
9 till 6, including Sats, 39 White-
horse Lane, Stepney, London.
EK00 / FERRANTI L.O.T. Shrouds,
sample 14/-; 3 for 30/, C.W.O. Send
or full lists to DIAMOND (Mail

Order) Products. Dept P.T. BMC/DIA,
L .mdon. W C-1.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS-CONTACT COOLED
I IIt A11s2 (P('101) type 250 v., 250 m.1. 13/8;
12RA1283 (FC31) type 250 v, 300 mA. 17/8;
350 mA. EC1. 13/-; FC116. 7/6.

RECTIFIERS-FIN TYPES
Equiv. for 1131.1 13/6; Ith15 17/8; 14a380
2011.:;61,141/76;171/4A6r va11)15-: 0014,A.,100F.E286 /280:1-1.4.4949

T.V. sinew, 7/6; with instro. rein. coed. 9/-.
MULTIMETERS tress 39/6
Stamped e velop, for lull latest selection and
bargain offers.
Under gl P. a P. 6.1 over £1 Poet Free.

NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
17b Durham Road. Bradford 8. Yorkshire

HAVE YOU EVER

SEEN T.V. TROUBLES?

That is "Pin -Point T.V. Troubles in 10
minutes" we mean) Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use "T.V.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by
amateur or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows you how to find the trouble In
any T.V. circuit FAST!
A simple cross -Index tells you where
you'll lind cause of trouble, handy check
charts' then help you accurately locate
the EXACT trouble spot! You will elimi-
nate hours of aggravation, cut out waste
time, because this new Coyne system will
help you get right down to the heart of
the trouble In minutes.
Over 700 trouble spots are covered in the
340 cross-index pages. Included are 50 time
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.
YOU CAN USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON
THE JOB-NO NEED TO MEMORISE!
This Pin -Point Book was designed espec-
tally for on -the -lob trouble shooting. You
simply turn to the indexed section, locate
the circuit description and, check -charts,
and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.
NO COMPLICATED THEORY OR
MATHEMATICS. Just practical circuit
description, service methods and trouble
shooting techniques to help you malts
faster t.v. repairs.
EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME

BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES"
Here Is a way to reduce "thinking time".
All the logical reasons for each problem
are stated In black and vi au use
your skill to take It from there!
Don't miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating t.v. limits could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning fast t.v.
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now, then when YOU decide to keep it
His we are sure you will), pay only 5/- per
week until completed.

The price? Only 39/6 plus postage.
FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HAND-

BOOK WITH EVERY ORDER

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
This book must be able to earn you more
than its cost within two weeks or your
money refunded!
Free 88 page oscilloscope book will be In-
cluded if you send cash with order.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
'IER MS ONLY S/- PER V1 LEK!

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WXS.

West End, Southampton, Hants.
Please send "TS. Troublee' for a full seven

days' free trial. If not delighted 1 may return the
.manual post paid without further obligation ou
my part. Otherwise 1 will pay cash or weekly
until paid.

Tick her. If enclosing full price et 41/- (which
iiclud. 1/6 postage). You get free Oscilloscope
Book. Same 7 -day money back guarantee. Overseas
customers please send full amount (includ.ug
Ireland).

Name

Address

Oily coeaty
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SERVICE SHEETS
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BOOKS & PlIBLICATIONS
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio TV, 5,000
models. List 1/-. S.A.E. inquiries:
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.
SERVICE SHEETS 130,0001 218 each
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George St.,
St. Helens, Lancashire.

SERVICE SHEETS
41. each, plus postage.

We have the largest display of Ser-
vice Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recor-
ders, etc. in the country, and can
supply by return of post.
To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the at-
tached coupon:
From:

Name

Address:

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
44 Old Bond St., London, W.I
Please supply Service Sheets for the
following:
Make

Model No. Radio/TV
Make:
.Model No, Radio/TV

Make
Model No

I also require list of Service Sheets
at 116.
I also require list of Manuals at 11 -
(please delete items not applicable)

I enclose remittance of
MAIL ORDERS ONLY

S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS for all TVRadio and Tape Recorders etc. ListI'S plus S.A.E. Sun Electrical
Services, 38 St. Georges Road,
Hastings, Sussex.
WANTED - Service Sheets and
Manuals. No quantity too large,
highest prices paid. SULTAN RADIO,
29 Church Road, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent.

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television -
1925 -1964. Prices from
Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, If6.
All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists, enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex

SERVICE SHEETS: Radio and TV.
4/- each. 1964 list now available, 14.
All orders dispatched on day received.
Also Manuals for sale and hire. List
1/-. S.A.E. please. SULTAN RADIO,
29 Church Road, Tunbridge Wells.
Kent.

SEND 11/- and description of fault
for a service sheet and free diagnosis.
S.A.E. to HANDLEY, Bastion Mews.
Hereford.

FIND TV SET TROUBLES IN
MINUTES from the great book Tiie
Principles of TV Receiver Servicing.
:0/6 all book houses and radio whole-
salers. If not in stock from Dept. C
Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road, Caver-
sham, Reading, Berks.

MISCELLANEOUS

CONVERT ANY TV SET into an
oscilloscope. Instructions and dia-grams 12;6. REDMOND. 53 Bruns-
wick Road, Hove 2, Sussex.

ALUMINIUM
Sheet ior Chassis building and general
use. Cut to size. Also Brass, Copper,
Steel, etc., in Sheets, Tubes, Rods,
Foils, Sections, etc. Write for FREE
ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST. Callers
welcome.

SENMOR METALS, Dept. R/7
315 St. John's Road. lqleworth,

ISL : 6017.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO Rt TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home study School.
Coaching for Brit. LR.E.; City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence; R.T.E.B.;
P.M.G. Cert., etc., FREE BROCHURE
from British National Radio School,
Russell Street, Reading.

EDUCATIONAL
THE INCORPORATED PRACTI-
TIONERS in Radio & Electronics
(I.P.R.E.I Ltd., Membership Con-ditions booklet 11-. Sample copy of
I.P.R.E. official Journal 2/- post free.
Dept. C Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road,
Caversham, Reading\ Berks.

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED . . . EY51,
EY86, PL81, PCO84, PCPS°, PCL82,
PCL83, PY81, R19, 30P19, 5725. etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS. 175 Durham Road. Brad-
ford 8, Yorks.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased.
HAMILTON RADIO. 'Western Road,
St. Leonards, Sussex.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
IF YOU ARE A Self employed TV
Service Engineer wishing to increase
your profits by at least 25% and
eceive free technical informationsend s.a.e. for details to BOX No. 36

NYLON- P.T.F.E.
ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE

No quantity too small
List on application

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
HOWIE STREET. S.W.II

BATtersea 7872

Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow.
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Facts! Facts! Facts!
, . the up - to - the
minute data book
for all enthusiasts-

Radio
and Television

Reference Data

66 Practical Wireless "

RADIO AND
TELEVISION
REFERENCE
DATA
Compiled by I. P. Hawker.

Contains full details of colour codes;
everyday formulae, for calculating the
values of biasing components, potential
dividers, resonance, gain, etc.; aerial
dimensions; a quick frequency -wavelength
conversion table; stations and frequencies;
common symbols and abbreviations; notes
on amateur radio and a list of call -sign
prefixes; communication receiver 1.F.s;
mathematical data including logarithm
tables; wire and cable data; battery equiva-
lents; valve, transistors and picture tube pin
connections, bases, ratings and equivalents,
including selected CV types.

96 pages of tables and data, illustrated,

10s. 6d. from all booksellers
.. or, in case of difficulty I Is 6d by post from

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

NEWNES


